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templation of the truth, thus giving rise to a form of
philosoplucal pantheism. In economic hfe agriculture
was stiU the mam occupation of the people and the
village ( irnr ) the unit of administration and the centre
of all activities, but the period was marked bv a transi-
tion to cottage industriahsm and a remarkable growth
of trade and commerce. Politically, a new type of
republican and tribal kingdom was arising, wluch was
rapidly assuming a monarchical form of government
and imperialistLC designs m the sense of terntonal con-
quests. The whole life of the commumty was in short
undergoing fundamental transformation. The o-eo-

graphical outlook of Indo-Ar}^ans, hmited for a long
time to- the Gangetic valley, had extended to the eastern
and southern regions. The art of writing had got
difiused among men and women, and because of the
development of commercial contacts with foreign lands

the mental honaon of die people had greatly broad-
ened. These changes had dieir impact on the social,

"•ehgious, economic and pohtical conditions of the

L juntry, and this needs to be examined m some detail.

Co)}diUo}23 :
1*

Society in 6th century B.C. had defimtely come
to be organised on the basis of caste. Historians are

not always agreed on the origin of die caste system m
India. When the Aryans came to India, it seems quite

certam that diey were a homogenous mass of people

and were not divided mto distinct castes or even classes.

The formation of classes did not occur until after their

settlement over extensive territories in the Gangedc

plains, and it took place in the age of the later Samhitas,

but not m the form of a rigid caste system at first.

There are passages in Sruti hterature wliich indicate

qmte clearly that the knowledge of Vedic texts and

ceremonies rather than the fact of birth m a Brahmana

family, quahfied a person to be a Brahmana. The

development of caste rigidity can be traced through the

penod of later Sarhliitas, die Vajasaneja SamJntd iot.

instance prefers a Brahman for priestly duties descended



from three generations of Rishis. Such rules are evidence^

.of a dehberate attempt to make caste system more and

more static But as yet those essential features, the

' prolubition of inter-dming and inter-marriage, which

are the special characteristics of caste system today, had

not developed m their fulness, nor had the Brahmana

yet attained an unquestioned position of supremacy,

the Kashttriya being able to contest it with him at

overy step. In estabhshmg the supremacy of the

Brahmans the most important part was played by the

sacrifice (^r^), the ritual •

The early Vedic age was one of creative impulses.

It was marked by “a charmmg appreciation of aU that

is good and sublime in nature, leading to outburst of
individual enthusiasm in mspirmg stanza addressed to

various divinities,” The theology of the later Vedic
hterature did not much differ from the theology of the-

hymns, but the rehgious spint had undergone a change.

The creative age had changed into an age of cnticisrn^

and mspiration naturally yeilded place to formalism^
Of this formalism the priestly class, being professiona-

lly given to the study of old Vedic texts, became
inevitably the beneficiary, and so formahsm naturally

tended to elaborate itself. Sacrifices were developed
in endless details, and the pnesdy class now devoted
its whole attention to find out the hidden and mystic

meanmg of the rites and ceremomes. The ceremomes
were multiphed until they comprehended both domes-
tic and other great sacrifices. The domestic ceremonies
embraced the whole course of a man’s fife, right fiom
the conception in the mother’s womb up to death, or
rather beyond it, for several ceremomes refer to the
departed souls. The weU-known forty samskaras or
sacraments, although finally drawn up at a later period,
reflected the conditions of the age before the birth of
Mahavira. These ' sacraments mcluded twenty-six
Qrihya-rituals (1) ^^rfErr^r, the nte to cause conception :

(2) the rite to secure the birth of a male child

(3) the parting of the pregnant wife’s hair by.



the husb^d
; (4) the nte fot the new-born

child
; (5) the ceremony of naming the child •

(6) si^snw, the firk feedmg of the child with solid food •

(7) the tonsure of the child’s head
; (8)

initiation ceremony
; (9) to (12) the four vows under-

taken for studymg the different Vedas
; (13) the

completion of studentship
; (14) marriage;

(15) to (19) five great daily sacrifices to the gods, manes,
men, gohhns and Brahman

; (20) to (26) the seven —
small sacrifices—^which had to be performed mostly
by the householder himself, and fourteen major rituals

—

the seven kinds of and seven kinds of in

^hich three sacred fires were kindled, to which offerings

of cake, gram, milk, honey, etc, were made. In the

Somajajms even ammals were killed. To this list

could be added numerous other sacrifices, hke the
Vrdtja-stoma, the Kajsuya, the Asliwamedha^ and the

Vurushamedha. Some of these sacrihces were informed

by a new spint of symbohsm and spirituahty, evident

for mstance m the buildmg of the altar, and lasted from
twelve days to a year or years.

The elaboration of these rituals led to the growth
of Brahmamsm, or the heirarchy of Brahmanas

; and
with Brahmanism came the rigidity of the caste system.

Under rigid caste system, in which a man’s caste was
determmed by the fact of birth, the Brahmanas became
parasites living on the resources of the mdustrial classes

without doing anythmg worthwhile to compensate

the other classes. The Kshattriya class, which had

always been active evolving philosophical systems and

which had stood for experience as against the Brah-

manic emphasis on mtellect, felt the miqmty and mjus-

tice of this position and revolted against it. Mahavira

and theBuddha freely denounced the arbitrary distinctions

of caste and proclaimed the equahty of all human^beings,

and m doing so they were givmg an efiective expre-

ssion to the innermost feeling of the masses.

With the growing ngidity of the caste system, the

^position of women * also had deteriorated. During
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even the later Vedic age there were exceptional cas^
of women attaining a high position in society and in

the learned world. The stones of Gargi and Maitreyi

mentioned in Upamshad are remarkable exam-

ples of this. But by the 6th century B.G, the position

had become detenorated. With the mcrease in royal

power, Indo-Aryan chiefs had become polygamous.

Women were demed the nght of inhentmg property,

and a father had the nght to divide his property among
his sons according to his will. On the death of her

husband, a widow passed on to his family like his

property. The prevaihng attitude towards women is

-apparent m the mitial reluctance of the Buddha to admit
them mto his rehgious order. A httle later, Megas-
thenes also said that “the Brahmans do not communi-
cate a knowledge of philosophy to their wives ” But
Mahavira and the Buddha took a highly rattonal attitude

in this matter
,
both permitted the mclusion of women

into their sanghas^ and this step marked a revolutionary"

improvement of their status in society.

Religion and Rhilosophj :

In the domain of rehgion and philosophy, 7th and
6th centuries B.C. were a period of great confusion
and doubt. The period was marked by growing ortho-
doxy on one side and extensive revolt agamst it on the
other The Buddhist hterature mentions as many
-as sixty-three different philosophical schools, all

presumably non-Brahmana, existing at the time of the
Buddha

; Jam hterature, which is more analytical in its

approach, mentions an even larger number of such
heretical doctrmes

The rehgion of the early Aryans had been simple
nature-worship Its simphcity stands m stnkmg con-
trast to the later elaboration of the rehgious side of
life by the priests. The objects of worship were the
great phenomena of nature, conceived as ahve and
usually represented m anthropomorphic shape, hke
.(the Heaven), (the Earth), ^ (the Sun), (the
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Dawn), srfrr (the Fire), and^ (the weh-known sacnficiat
drought). In the late tenth book of the Rig-Veda,
beginning of philosophy made its appearance

; the-
midtiphcity of gods was questioned and the unity of the
universe asserted. As the centre of culture shifted from
the west to the east, new gods—ongmaUy perhaps of the
abongines—hke Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, came to be
includ^ed in the Hindiu pantheon, the original Vedic
gods were thrust mto the background, and as a result a
change occurred m the spint of religion and in die
spkit of worship. The borrowed gods belonged tO'

a system v'hich was nurtured under a different conce-
ption of godhead from that underlying tlie Arj'-ans

nature-gods, they had to be dreaded and appeased by"

the performance of sacrifices and not approached in

confidence, but once propitiated they were supposed
to help their worshippers agamst their enemies, open
or liidden. Their gods were ternfic, and so the propi-

tiatory Gtual became weird and mystic. Originally

the post-pGest of the Rig-Veda was content to invite

the gods, in the fulness of Ins heart, to parrake of his

ofiermgs ; now the priest becmes more anxious to

secure a monopoly of the god to lumself and to his

patrons and to avert him and lus grace from his rivaL

worshippers. So the techmque of sacnfice became en-

ormously elaborated and obscured, religion became
formahsed and completely divorced from ethics.

This development was a particular characteristic of

the age which marked the composition of the ^raiwianas.

The growth of rituahsm led to the mcrease of the priest-

ly class, and smce tlie priestly class was the beneficiary

of the performance of tliese rituals and sacrifices it

was in Its interest to develop rituahsm still ^further.

It became a wcious circle. The earher sacrifices used

to occupy one day, now they began to last for weeks,

months and even years. The earher sacnfices used to

require at the most seven pnests,

sr^nw, and now the sacrifices required

seventeen, classified as follows

—
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(1) with 3T^mr-+ and

(2) with 5R^, srfhi;=T* and

(3) with 5i1%sr^2rT^. and

(4) with ^T^pm^r^FT, sTpr^^r and Tt?

The seventeenth, was the ^r?:f=ir who supenn

tended the whole sacrifice as its presiding priest.

On Its part, the pnestly class directed all its ener-

gies to the further development of ceremomal side,

which they worked out m endless detail and to which

they attached the most fanciful and mystic significance.

The elaboration of the technical part of the sacrifice

and the growth of a special class of experts who made
a monopoly of the art became so marked that mtellec-

tuabsm of this kmd began to be confused with mora-

hty, and virtue became a by-word for fineness and fussi-

ness over httle things

This state of things was very disconcerting to the

serious-minded section of soaety, and many people

took recourse to meditation and contemplation of the

truth. They discarded the rituals and the pantheistic

worship of the priests, and developed what is known
as the way of Imowledge (^nTiTi4) distmgmshed from
the way of ntuaksm

( ) of the Bralimana. From
out of their philosophical and metaphysical specula-

tions there developed the six famous schools of Indian

philosophy—the Sankhya school of Kapila, the Yoga
school of Patanjah, the Nyaya school of Gautam, the

Vai^eshika school of Kanada, the Purva-Mimansa of

Jaimim, and the Uttara-Mimansa or Vedanta of
Vyasa. These Upamshadic philosophers concerned
themselves with the problems of the origm of the

world, the nature of godhood and the creative

process m general
, and in seekmg to solve these pro-

blems they expounded in fact a new rehgion which
aimed at the achievement of dehverance from mundane
existence by the absorption of the individual soul (arTcFr)

in the world-soul (^) by virtue of correct knowledge.
The underlymg principles of this new rehgion upon
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which all
^

pliilosophers were agreed were, first, that
all reahty in the ultimate issue must be reduced to one,
called variously (the holy power) oi; ancwr (the soul) ;

and secondly, tliat a man may die repeated deaths in the
next world, the doctnne, that is to say, of transmi-
gration of soul, first mentioned in an outline form in
the Upanishad and then evolved m the form
of the gospel of ^ i.e. action which deterrmnes on
a man’s death the nature of lus next birth, in the

Upanishad. But these philosophers disagreed on many
other points Pantheistic ritu^sm was producing its

parallel in the world of drought, a philosophical panthe-

ism. The excessive devotion of the pnest to the ntual

had thus produced a reaction, but die reaction was pro-

ving as confused as die stimulus itself. Neither ntua-

hsm nor plulosophy reaUy succeeded in restoring to

.rehgion diat element of ediical values which it had
possessed in an eminent degree in the early Vedic period

but wluch had inevitably got eroded from it dunng
its progress from Kuru-Panchaia country to Kosala-

Videha and the country to die further east Tlie pre-

vailing religion in 6di centur}^ B C
,

therefore, when
Mahavira was born, was sigmficandy unsatisfying and

in a cliaotic state

'Bcononiic Conditions :

From die point of view of economic structure,

Indian society in 6th century B C. was passing dirough

a transition from a cultivating and handicraft to a cottage

industr}^ stage Early Aryans were a pastoral people,,

their chief occupations being ' cultivation and

catde-rearmg The land was ploughed, and the plough

was drawn by oxen. Catde consisted of kine and sheep.

Weaving in cotton and wool was done but of indus-

tries very little was known As the Aryans spread

towards die east and the soudi and occupied the fertile

plains of the Ganges and the Yamuna, their material

prosperity considerably increased The plough gradua-

ally assumed a large and heai'y form ;
there is mention
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:at one place of twenty-four oxen being harnessed ta

one plough. Irrigation also improved, and along

with It the quahty and variety of grains raised from the

ground At this time the society got divided into a

number of classes and castes ; and among the servile

castes we find mention of such, as fishermen, shepherds,

fire-rangers, charioteers, workers in jewelry, basket-

makers, washer-men, rope-makers, dyers, chanot-makers,

weavers, slaughterers, cooks, professional acrobats,

musiaans, etc. In the literature collectively known
as the later Samhitas there is frequent mention of mer-
chant and also userer The knowledge and use of
metals had become qmte extensive

;
besides gold, we

find mention of tin, lead and silver, and possibly

copper and iron. But during this period Indian eco-

nomy remained on the whole a purely rural economy,
with arts and crafts only mcidentally developed.

In the 6th century B C., however, and about this

period our information is both large and accurate, the

structure of economy began to get mndamentaUy trans-

formed. (1) The ?rTiT was still the unit of administration
and the centre of all activities ; but the ^ama was appa-
rently a generic term, meamng almost anythmg from a
group of two or three houses to an mdei^te number.
In the Buddhist texts there is also an occasional mention
of cities in notliern India, about twenty such havmg
been recounted, six of which are reckoned as sufficien-

tly important ones. (2) Further, rural economy was
based upon a system of village communities of land-
owners and marked by mstances of coUectivist mitiative.

The peasant proprietors had a nominal head m the
(or headman) who, as their representative at

political headquarters and mumcipal head, was paid
By certam dues and fines. (3) Above all, in the arts

and crafts considerable proficiency and specialisation

of mdustry had been reached. “A list of caUmgs
given m the Mtlmdapanho reveales three separate
industries m the manufacture of bows and arrows, apart
from any ornamental work on the same. In the same
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work, the allusion to a professional winnower of grain
indicates a similar division of labour to our own
threshing-machinists and steamplough-owners who tour
in rural districts.” Important handicrafts were organised
into guilds, and at the head of each guild was a president

or elderman and these leaders were often
important mimsters in attendance upon and in favour
with the King. There is evidence that regulation of
industrial hfe was on a corporate basis

;
not only

individuals but families were often referred to m terms
of traditional calhng. (4) The age was marked by
freedom of initiative and a liigh degree of mobihty
in labour. This finds exemplification in stories Tke
those of enterprising woodworkers who, failing to

carry out the orders for which prepayment had been
made, were summoned to fulfil their contract and,

ins):ead of abiding in their lot, secretly made a mighty

ship and emigrated with tlieir families shipping down
tlie Ganges by mght and so out to sea till tliey reached

a fertile island. (5) Trade and commerce was fast

developing Partnerships in commerce^; either per-

manent or on specified occasions only, are frequently

mentioned in Buddlust and Jain texts. The overland

caravans are sometimes represented as going ‘east

and west’ and across deserts that took days and mghts
to cross. They may have gone from Benares, the chief

commeraal and industry centre in early Buddhist

and Jam age, across the deserts of Ra)putana to

the seaport of modern Broach or the seaboard of
Sovira and its capital Roruka Westward of these

ports tliere was traffic with Babylon The nature of

exports and imports is not always specified, but they

would seem to include such articles as “silks, muslins,

the finer sorts of cloth, cudery and armour, brocades,,

embroideries and rugs, perfumes and drugs, ivory

and ivory work, jewelry and gold.” It appears that

trade was free, in the sense that it was determmed

solely by supply and demand and unhampered by any

system of statutory fixed prices. The use of standard

currency and of substitutes for money, like instru-
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ments of credit, also appears to have become common^
The taking of interest was considered legitimate and
the payment of debts an honourable obhgation.

Of this developmg capitahst economy the natu-

ral need was that tliere should be a theory of economic

individuahsm to support it. This found its echo in

spiritual doctrines hke Jaimsm and Buddhism, which

placed their emphasis upon the individual rather than,

upon a World-Soul. The prevaihng Brahmamcal re-

ligion widi Its traditional restrictions, its caste system,

and Its expensive sacrifices had begun to colhde at

an ever-increasing number of pomts with the existing

economic ethics, and this made tlie growth of
“heretical” sects invitable winch, originating outside

heiratic circles, -would offer a philosoplnc justifica-

tion for a concept of mdividualism and a development
of individual personahty

Vohtical Conditions :

The economic changes leading to the growth,

of apitalism in society caused corresponding changes

in tlie pohtical constitution of the country. The
power of tlie tribal chieftam of old increased and
he became more or less a real king, with power to

deprive any commoner of his private property. The
nobles obtained the position of landlords or mterme-
diaries between tlie cultivators and die kmg. Slaves and
serfs also increased in number. Widun the framework
of autocracy, there were still operative certain demo-
cratic elements, e.g. (1) the people’s voice in choosing
the king

; (2) the promises made by the kmg at liis

coronation
; (3) die king’s dependence on the mims-

try
, (4) die popular assembhes, the Sabha and die

Samiti, but these democratic hmitations upon die
powers of die king were becoming mcreasingly obso-
lete. The territorial concept of the state was beco-
ming more pronounced.

In die 6th century B C. nordiern India seems to-

have been divided into the foUowmg sixteen states :
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(1) Anga, covering possibly the Patna and Monghyr
districts, (2) Magadha, covering the Patna and Gaya
(3) Kasi, covering Benares, Ghazipur and Mirzapur
districts, (4) Vajji, covering Muzaffarpur, Saran and
Champaran districts of north Behar, (5) Kosala,.
possibly covering the Lucknow and Fyzabad districts,

(6) Mda, possibly covering the Gorakhpur district,

{7) Vamsa ( or ^ ), covering the modern Allahabad
and Banda distripts, (8) Chen, possibly the
present Canwpore and Unao districts, (9) Panchala,

which may be identified with modem Rohilkhand,

(10) Kum, covering the Ahgarh, Meemt, Delhi and
Karnal districts, (11) Matsya, possibly covering the

present Gurgaon district along with portions of Alwar
and Jaipur states, (12) Surasena, possibly covering tlie

Muttra district and portions of Bharatpore and Jaipur

states, (13) Asuraka, on the Godaveri, (14) Avanti,

which seems to be just another name for Malwa,

{15) Gandhara, presumably covering the north-west

istncts of the Punjab as far as Peshawar and adjoin-

mg districts, and (16) Kamboja, which may possibly

be identified with the modern districts of Kabul and

Jalalabad. These sixteen names are given m several

places in the Buddhist text, Aiiguttara-Nikaja and

partially repeated m the Samskrit work Mahavastu.

The Jam text Bhagawatt^ which also enumerates sixteen

names, described the dehmitation of states at a some-

what later period ; the geographical margins of the

states mentioned there is much wider.

Among these states four seem to have been parti-

cularly powerful Kosala with its capital at Sravasti,

Avanti with its capital at Ujjaini, Vamsa (or Vatsa)

with Its capital at Kausambhi, and Magadha with its

capital at Rajgriha, and the period was marked by per-

petual mihtary contests between them. Ultimately

Magadha, under its kmg Bimbisara (or Srenika), rose

to the position of paramountcy. It is possible that

the big states included certam more or less auto-

nomous clan or tribal areas, which enjoyed a form of
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home rule. The Sakiyas, for instance, were a tube

of the Kosalas, but held an autonomous tenure.

Besides kingdoms, repubhc states also existed.

Among the repubhcs the followmg names were
promment :

The Sakiyas, with their capital at Kapilvastu ;

The Buhs, with their capital at Allakappa ;

The Kalamas, with their capital at Kesaputta ;

The Bhaggas, with their capital at Sumsumara ;

The Kohyas, with their capital at Ramagama ;

The Mallas, with their captial at Pava ;

The Mallas, with their capital at Kusmara ;

The Moriyas, with their capital at Pipphahvana ;

The Videhas, with their capital at Mithila
; and

The Lichchavis, with their capital at Vaisah.

These tribal repubhcs seem to have occupied in

6th century B.C. the whole country east of Kosala be-

tween the mountains and the Ganges. Each one of
them included several big towns besides the capital.

In the territory of the Sakiyas, winch covered the lower
slopes of the Himalayas, there is mention of a number
of towns hke Chatuma, Samagama, Khomadussa,
Silavati,' Medalumpa, Nagaraka, Ulumpa, Devadaha,
and Sakkara. The administrative business of these

tribal repubhcs and the more important judicia work
was carried out m public assembly at winch the young
and old were alike present The meetings were held
in mote-halls, i.e. roofy structure supported by pillars

without walls, and the procedure adopted m these

meetings seems to have been as in modem parhaments.
A smgle chief was elected as office-holder

;
he bore

the title of raja, although the term did not mean kmg.
He was something hke the Roman consul. There
were tribal confederacies also, a classical example of
winch was the Vi)]ian confederacy, comprismg the
Lichchavis, the Videhas and other clans.
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freely recognise not only that Mahavira was a histo-

rical personage but also that the twenty-third Tirthan-

kara, Par^va, and some at least of his predecessors had
historical existence.

Par^va was the son of King A^vasena of Benaies,

who belonged to the Iksvaku race of the Kshattnyas.

In his marital relations he was connected with the

royal family of Kmg Prasenjit, whose father Naravarman
designated himself as the lord of the universe It

has not been possible so far to historically identify

A^vasena of Benares or Prasenjit and his father Nara-

varman of Kushasthala, but m spite of that limitation

historians have been wilimg to accept the historicity

of Par^va because of certain other historical and

,

geographical comcidences. The existence of the great

tirtha^ the hill of Samet-Shikhar (which is locally known
as the Parsvanatha Hill), on the spot at which the

twenty-third Tirthankara attained his final hberation

(Nirvana) affords a monumental proof of his historicity.

Jam hterature, of course, contams numerous references

to Parsva and records the facts of his life, but even
contemporary Buddhist and other hterature affords

strikmg evidence about the existence of Ntrgranthas

before the time of Mahavira

These Nirgranthas or followers of Parsva were
undoubtedly Jam monks ; Mahavira himself was
referred to as such, and he msistedon caUmghis followers

by the same name. The system preached by Parsva
must have been philosophically founded upon the same
presuppositions that mark the present-day Jam
stddhanfa, but it is presumable that it did not quite offer

the same pattern of ethical conduct or moral ^scipline.

First, the rehgion of Parsva laid down only four vows
( ) for the observance of his followers :

(non-kiUmg), ( truthful speech ) ,
sRtir (non-

steahng), and sTTfwf (renouncmg of all illusory

objects); while Mahavira specified, and present day
Jainism recogmses, five great vows

(

and 3T'Tfc?rf), the vow of chastity bemg given.
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the same status as the vow of ahtmsa. Jacobi is of the
opimon that “the augmentation in the text presup-
poses a decay of the morals of the monastic order to have
occurred between Par^va and Mahavira/’ It was
possibly a reflection in the domam of social ethics of
the newly growing ideas of sanctity of property which
marked the rise of economic capitalism in Indian society.

Secondly, although it is clear that Par^va’s sangha as
well as Mahavira’s comprehended the monk and the
nun, and the layman and the laymwoman, the type of
disttnction between an ordinary layman

( )
and a layman who took a special type of and
undertook to observe the twelve lay vows(

),

which undoubtedly formed a peculiar feature of Maha-
vira’s sangha^ did not seem to characterise Parsva’s

sangha at aU. The difference between a and
a in Mahaviras’ sangha consisted presuma-

bly m this, that a Siavaka took no definite vows but

merely expressed sympathy and his faith as a Jain, while

a Stamanopasaka took definite vows : Ivlahavira drew
a distinction between the five great vows (

)

which laid down the practice of n^ht conduct for the

ascetic, and the five lesser vows ( ) which m-
dicated the rules of discdplme for the layman and were
reinforced by seven more lay vows under which the

layman imposed on himself voluntary limitations re-

garding the areas of his desires, his travel, the things

of his daily use, the performance of meditation every

day and every month, and the giving of alms to the

ascetic. * There is an occasional mention of the twelve

vows of the sravaka m Parma’s sangha also, but that

appears to be no more than a conventional way of writ-

ing, for it is obvious that there could not be twelve

—

there could be at best only eleven—^vows of Parsva’s

^ravakas. What is significant is that Parsva’s system

is invaribly spoken of as in the Buddhist and the

Jain texts, and such invariable use of the term does

not warrant the type of distinction which Ivlahavira

felt impelled to draw between the great and the lesser

vows.
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T/ie Jam Idea of Bwgraphj.

It IS amazing that historical scholars should have

ever been mchned to doubt the existence of Mahavira.

Jam literature, particularly Jam canomcal hterature,

which is avowedly older than the classical Sanskrit

hterature and which vies m its antiquity with the

oldest books of the northern Buddhists, is replete with

the facts of Mahavira’s life. Jacobi is of the view that

European scholars were confounded by the similarities

betv’^een Buddhism and Jamism and between Buddha’s

and Mahavira’s hfe and that they came to this conclu-

sion due to their lack of study on the subject The
numerous names and appellations by which these two
porphets were called Jma, Arhat, Mahavira, Sugata,

Savajna, Tathagata, Siddha, Buddha, Sambuddha, Parmi-

vrrta, Mukta, etc., and the fact that both of them wpre
given the same titles and epithets further confused

historical scholars. But, as Jacobi has stated, with

the exception of Jma and perhaps Sramana, which
were quite commonly used by both the sects, the

Buddhists and the Jams made a preferential selection of
certain titles only. Thus, Buddha, Tatha-gata, Sugata
and Sambuddha are common titles of Sal^amum and
are only occasionally used as epithets of Mahavira.
On the other hand, Mahavira is often referred to m
the Jam Agama as Vardhamana, because of the ‘mcre-

ase tliat had taken place m the silver and gold, the m-
tensity of liberahty and the popularity of his parents

ever since the moment he had been begotten’, stdl

more often as Jhatrputra. The Buddhist texts refer

to him as Nataputta, and it was not until quite late

that Jacobi identified the term Nataputta to be a
variation of Jnatrputra, He is also called Vira, Ativira,

Sanmati and by a host of other names in the later hte-

rature of the Jams.

These names aie clearly quahtative names, that
is to say, they are meant to draw attention to certain

qualities possessed by Mahavira
;
and they are all indi-

cative of a distmct pomt of view which underlay the

2
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Jam idea of biography. The Jam viewpoint while
writing a biography is not that of the usual historical
biographer. The Jam mterest is not diffused over
the whole range of the subject’s acuvities

, it is all cen-
tred at one pomt, and that pomt is the attainment by
his subject of salvation The Jam biographer writes

about other thmgs only m so far as they have to do with
the attainment of this ultimate object Interest would
be spread over the whole wide field of activity when
a biography, hke that of Rama or Krishna, is written

with a view to help the codification of the prmaples of
dharma. The Brahmamc view, which was based on
a desire for success m this world as well as the next

and which Imked up, m the significant phrase of

Sir S. Radhakrishnan, ‘the realm of desires with the pros-

pective of the eternal’, thought m terms of the 'Twr^f or

human values

—

Dharma, artha, kama, and moksha—and
considered the acquisition of wealth and the enjoyment

of the present hfe as worthwhile as the ultimate attam-

ment of the moksha But to the Jam there is no such

thing as a real enjoyment of thmgs material

The Jam siddhanta is based upon the presupposition

that the whole umverse can be classified .nto one or

other of the two everlasting, uncreated, coexisting but
independent categories, the and the

;
and the Jain

metaphysics proceeds on the assumption that the Jiva

(which corresponds m general to the atman of • the

other schools of Indian thought) not only exists but

that It also acts and is acted upon. The mtrmsic na-

ture of the Jiva is one of perfection and is characterised

by infinite mteUigence (spPcT^r^r), infimte perception

mfimte peace and infinite power
During ^e period of the umon, however,

of the Jiva with matter which constitutes samsara,

the characteristic features of the Jiva’s quahties

are obscured, although not destroyed, and ‘the

exterior semblance of the Jiva behes its innate

glory’ ;
and from this obscuration it becomes the

duty of each individual soul to free itself.
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iVTap-’s personality in this view consists of two
elements, the spiritual and the material

;
and acco.rding

to Jainism, the object of life is so to subdue the latter

-as to completely shake ojff its mahgnant influence and
thereby enable the Jiva to reveal all its mherent excellen-

ces in their fulness. A rnan’s action m hfe may be of
two kinds, that which maintains, or even strengthens,

the bond of union between the Jiva and matter,

and thus—whether it brings pleasure or pain to the

doer—effectually keeps the Jiva in a state of bondage,

and that which tends to cut asunder tlie umon between

Jiva and matter and thus helps tire Jiva to attain its free-

dom and ultimately perfection. The first kind of
action, and it is just this action which is germane to

what we call wordly achievements, is from a spiritual

point of view undeserving of very much attention ;

and so the Jam biographer, whose main mterest is

centred on the attainment of the ultimate, has been on
tlie whole inclined to omit it from his analysis. It

IS only the spiritual activitiy of the individual about
which he has written.

Mcthavira^s Biographies.

Thus, there is no dearth of biographical material

for Maliavira, who holds the honoured position of being
tlie twenty-fourth and last in the galaxy of Tirthankatas

of the present age and who is also the ruhng personahty
of die present (patriarchate)

; but this material is

primarily and essentially concerned with the details

of the spiritual activities of Mahi^-vira. Of the
purely material side of his life, the details provided
not many and not sufficiendy lucid or specific.

Jacobi IS of the opimon that the fiist book
of the Anchoranga sutra and of the Siiti akritahg% sutra

‘may be reckoned among the most ancient parts of the

Jain siddhanta’. Their style and metre prove die
correctness of this opimon. The date of these Sutras
would be somewhere between the Pah hterature and
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the composition of the LMlita-vistara, and has been
•worked out by Jacobi to be in the 4th century B.C It
is .n the first book of the j^charanga that the outlines
of Mahavira’s life appear for the first time, but these
outhnes have been drawn in a rather rough and limited
•way. There is no mention here of early or household-
ers life at aU

; the story begins with Mahavira’s ‘entry

into the ordeti and goes on to the narration of his dady
habits of life as a monk and the numerous penances
he went through. The second book of the Acharanga^

which obviously is a later composition and which does
not even fit in with the scheme of writing adopted in

the first book, refers possibly, in point of time, to the

first part of the 3rd century B.C. when the whole canon
was brought together under the patriarchate of Sthuli-

bhadra ;
and in this book we can obtain the first gh'mpse

of the detailed account ofMahavira’s birth and e^ylife.

Cerrain specific details mentioned here, like the change of
embrro, the penodic attendance upon hlahavira of the

four orders of Bhavanapati, Vyantara, Jyotishika and
Vaimanika gods and goddesses, the enunaation of the

five great vows, etc. were described more elaborately

and certainly with an element of exaggeration by later

writers on the life-history of hlahavira.

The Kalpa-Si'fra, written and composed by
Bhadrabahu 1, elaborated upon these details with poetic

imagery and in picturesque style and further added to

them the new element of the fourteen dreams according

to Svetamber and 16 according to Digambara sect—^the

dreams of (1) an elephant
; (2) a bud

; (3) a lion
; (4) the

anointing of the goddess Shn
; (5) a garland; (6) the

moon ; (7) the Sun
; (8) a flag ; (9) a vase

; (10) a lotus

lake; (11) the ocean; (12) a celestial abode; (13) a

heap of jewels ; and (14) a flame which a Tirthank-

ara’s mother was believed to have seen. The final

form of hiahavira's life was attained in the Ai'as-

of Bhadrabahu 11, which may be ascribed

to the 5th century A. D. and in an anonymously written

commentary (=5fir) on it added some time in ^e 6th or
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7th century A. D. These books, however, represent

the Svetambara version of Mahavira's hfe. At the

hands of the Digambar acharyas a somewhat different

version was prepared on the basis of written

by Vimala, whose date may be somewhere between

the 1st and 3rd century A. D., first in the Padma-

Purana, which may be ascribed to the 8th century A. D.
and.later on by others in various Puranas. The Digam-
bara version gave the facts of hfe with the usual

and in certam ways with more than usual embelhsh-

ment, but it differed from the prevaihng Svetambara

version m one or two major details.

'

Parentage and Pirth.

The first difference between the Svetambara and
Digambara version relates to the fact of Mahavira’s

birth. Both versions agree that Mahavira was the son
of Siddhartha and Tnsala, that he belonged to a clan

of the Kshattnyas called Jnatrkas (known as Natikas

in the Buddhist works), and that he was a Kashyapa
by gotra. But the Svetambara version speaks of a
transfer of embryo , the Acharanga says

—

“Here, forsooth, in the contment of Jambudvipa
m Bharatvarsha, m the southern part of it, in

the Brahmamcal part of the place Kundapura,
he took the form of an embryo m the womb
of Devananda, of the Jalandhrayana gotra, ydfe-

of the Brahmana Rishabhadatta, of the gotra
of Kodak

“Then in the third month of the ramy season,

the fifth fortmght, the dark (fortmght) of
Aswina, on its thirteenth day, while the moon
was m conjunction ’with Uttaraphalgum, after

the lapse of eighty-two days, on the eighty-
third day current, the compassionate god (Indra)
reflecting on what was the established custom
(with regard to the birth of the Tirthankaras),,
•removed tlie embryo from the southern Brah-
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manical p'aft of tlie place Kundapura to the-

northern Kshattriya p^t of the same place^
rejecting the unclean matter, lodged the foetus
in tlie womb of Tnsala of the Vasishta gotra,

wife of the Kshattriya Siddli^'tha, of the
Kashyapa gotra, of the clan of Jnatns, and
lodged the foetus of the Kshattriyam Tnsala in.

the womb of Devananda, of tlie Jalandhrayana..

gotra
”

The Digambara account rejects tlus legend as ‘absurd,’

but the Svetambafas strongly uphold its truth. As
the legend is found in the Acharanga^ the Kalpa-Sutra,

and many other books it cannot be doubted that it is

very old ,
but it is not at all clear why it was invented

and given such currency There are, however, in the

Bhagawati—another sutra in the Svetambara canon, two
references tliat would throw furtlier hght on the ques-

tion and would possibly help us m finding a solution.

In Sataka V Uddesa IV, in reply to a question regarding

the possibhty and the procedure of the change of em-
bryo, Mahavira declared that a change of embryo was
quite possible and stated his position regarding tlie

procedure by which tlie change might take place, but

significantly omitted to mention—although it would
have been quite proper for him in that context to do so—
tbe change of his own embryo. Again, in Sataka IX,

Uddesa XXXIII, there is reference to the visit to Maha-
vira’s camp of the Brahmana Rishabhadatta and his

wife Devananda On the sight of Mahavira, Deva-
nanda had a sudden maternal emotion and milk started

coming out of her breast. Asked by his thief disciple

Gautama to explain the reason of this unusal occurrence,

Mahavira plainly stated that Devananda was his mother.

He made no mention whatever of Tnsala or of the epi-

sode of the change of embryo.

These two references are a pomter to the fact that,

actually there was no change of Mahavira’s embryo.-

Th’t 'bhbgwati^ which makes a record of the actual con-
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versations and sayings of Mahavira, is certainly more
trustworthy as a source of information than the Kalpa-

Sutra, which after aU is the work of an acharya, how-
ever learned. It is not impossible that the story was
invented by the author of the Kalpa-Sutra as an occa-

sion to express die prevailmg sentiment of contempt

for die Br^manas, and diat it was later on embodied

in the second book of die Acharanga. But that alone

does not solve the problem. In the 'Rhagawati Mahavira

says that Devananda is his mother and in the Acharanga

and the Kalpa-Sufra die name of Mahavira’s mother is

given as Kshattriyam Tnsala. - Of this Professor Jacobi

offered a somewhat fanciful solution. “I assume”^

he said “that Siddhartha had two wives, the Brah-

mani Devananda, the real mother of Mahavira, and the

the Kshattnyam Tnsala
;
for the name of the alleged

husband of the former, viz. Rshabhadatta, cannot be
very old, because its Prakrit form would in that case

probably be Usabhadinna instead of Usabhadatta. Be-
sides, the name is such as could be given to a Jama
only, not to a Brahmana I, therefore, make no doubt
that Rshabhadatta has been invented by the Jams m
order to provide Devananda with another husband.
Now Siddhardra was connected with persons of high
rank and great influence through his marriage with
Tnsala. It was, therefore, probably thought more
profitable to give out that M^avira was the son, and
not merely the stepson, of Tnsala, for this reason that

he should be entided to the patronage of her relations

This IS obviously far-fetched and also mcorrect, for it

is certain that m the days of Mahavira the marriage of
a Brahmana girl witli a Kshattriya was not at aU. an
easy adventure and that anyhow the offsprmg of such
a marriage would not be considered very respectable.

What seems more likely is that Devananda was Maha-
vira’s foster-mother. Thi? hkelihood finds substan-
tial support m the text of the Acharanga' (second book)
which specificaUy speaks of Mahavira as havmg
been attended by five nurses, one of them being a
wet-nurse.
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Faf/s of Farly Life.

The facts of the early life of Mahavira given m
the several biographies whose names we have recounted
above are very few mdeed. The later accounts have
connected him with certam anecdotes, myths and
miracles

;
but they appear to have been culled from the

other traditional sources and cannot, therefore, be
justifiably recounted as the facts of Mahavira’s life.

There is, for instance, an anecdote in one of the Digam-
bara books, illustrative of Mahavira’s supreme valour,

which runs thus • ‘"One day, while playing with his

friends in the garden of his father, Mahavira saw an
elephant, which was mad with fury with )uice flowing

from his temples, rushing towards him His compa-
mons, all boys, shocked and frightened on the sight of

the impendmg danger, deserted their comrade and ran

away. Widiout losing a moment, Mahavira made up
his mind to face the danger squarely, went towards

the elephant, caught hold of his trunk with his strong

hands and mounted his back at once”

It IS neverdieless a fact that the Jains never attempted

to give a connected account of the life of this great Master

as the Buddhists gave a hfe of the Buddha in the Ma/ia-

vagga^, from the obtainment of Enhghtenmant to the

admission of Sariputta and Moggallana into the order

and m the Mahapanmhbana Sufta, which recounts the

events of Buddha’s last days. The Kalpa-Sufra used a

somewhat conventional style while writing about the

great rejoicmgs that took place in the family and the

town on the birth of Mahavira, about the illuminaaion

of die streets, about the hberadon of prisoners, and

about the performance of numerous other charitable

deeds At die core of much that is convenuonal, how-

ever, a few facts would seem to clearly emerge. In

person Mahavira seems to have been handsome and

impressive
;

all descriptions agree on that point The

several names by which he is called in the Jain books

Vira, Ativira, Mahavira, etc, all clearly indicate that

the clnef quahty of his character was courage aiid
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Talour. Being the scion of a Kshattriya chieftain and

"brought up in the free atmosphere of a repubhcan so-

^ciety, he must have right from his childhood taken the

most vigorous interest in outdoor games and martial

exercises. He was naturally intelligent and possessed

of a very keen intellect. The kalpa-Sutra mentions

that from his very birth he possessed ‘supreme, unh-

mited and ummpeded knowledge and mtuition’ and

that he had the aspirations of a man of knowledge.

"That his education was carefully looked after may be

safely presumed the Jam scriptures speak agam and

agam of prmces who wer6 trained m “the seventy-two

arts,” the hst includmg dancmg, music, gambhng, rules

of society, fighting, archery, knowledge of birds, am-
mals and trees, etc. besides purely hterary and philoso-

phical attainments.

The Svetambara books say that Mahavira had an
elder brother, whose name was Nandivardhana, with
•whom he kved in his boyhood. This fact is omitted,

but not positively demed, by Digambara books. Both
books, however, agree tliat Mahavira was very well-

connected. By birth he was a member of at least the

iruhng class in a repubhcan democracy. The descrip-

tion of his father’s palace and the dimensions of rejoic-

ings made there on tlie birth of Mahavira, who accord-
ing to the Svetambara version was only a second son,

would lead one to the conclusion that Siddhartha was
a ruhng prmce. Jacobi, however, does not feel m-
chned to that view. Accordm'g to him, Kundagrama
(or Kundalpura) was “a haltmg place of caravans, an
insigmficant place and an outlymg village and a suburb
of Vaisah, the capital of Videha”, so that Siddhartha
was only “a petty chief, a baron, no kmg, nor even the
head of his clan, but only a landowner, and exercised
only the degree of authority which m the East usually
falls to the share of one belonging to the recogmsed
-aristocracy of the country.” Such description is be-
hed by later historical research. Ehstonans are now
prepared to accept that Kundagrama was the head-
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cjiiarters of the Jnatrka 'Kshattriyas, “who were already
known for their piety and non-violence, and abstention
from sin and meat-eating,” arid that the republic was
governed by an assembly of elders, one of whom
assumed the position of the president. It is presumable
that Siddhartha occupied the position of the president

of this republic
;
for otherwise it might be somewhat

diihcult to explain his marriage with the sister of
Chetaka^ whom' even Jacobi recogmses as ‘the powerful
king of Videha,’ belonging to the Lichchavi.sect of
the Kshattriyas. Through the wife, Siddhartha'—and
following him, Mahivira—^was related to the ruling dy-
nasty of M^adha and the dynasties of Sauvira, Ariga,

Vatsa (Vamsa) and Avanti. Chetaka had seven daugh-

ters, one of whom became a nun, but the other six

were marned in one or the other royal family of Eastern

India. The youngest Chelana became the wife of
Sremka (Bimbisara), long of Magadha ;

one Prabhavati

was matried to King Udayana of Vitabhya, which has

been identified at various places in Jain literature with

a town in Sindliu-Sauvira country
;
another Padmvati

was married to King Dadhivahana of Champa, the

capital of Anga, Mrgavati was maraed to King Satamka
of Kausambhi, the captlal of Vatsa, and Siva was
marned to Chanda Pradyta of Upami, which was the

capital of Avanti. That tlie tie of these relationships

was real and strong, may be judged from the fact

that the books are always very particular in statmg^

tlie names and gotras of all relations of Mahavira,

although they have recorded little further information

about ^em

From the above it is clear that the environment

m which Mahavira grew up was necessarily royal at-

mosphere tempered with healthy influence of a repub-

hcan character. His maternal relatives were practi-

cally all of them ruling pnnces, but his father was a

repubhcan chief and even his maternal uncle was a.

terntorial ruler under the auspices of a repubhcan .con-

federacy—the famous Vajji confederacy of which eight
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lepublics, including the Videhas, the Jfiatckas, the

Lichchavis and the Vajjis, were constituent units.

The real strerigth of the republic in Mahavira’s time

as, to a large extent, today lay not so much in its govern*

ment as m the character of its people. The Buddha men-
tioned in one of his discourses that repubhcan popula-

tion was free from luxury and sloth, ‘sleepmg on logs

of wood as pillows and not on cushions of the finest'

cotton, active in archery, and not dehcate, tender and
soft m their arms and legs.’ The youths were rowdy,
but by no means devoid of honour or lackmg m moral
courage ; they frankly admitted their .mistakes, and
were inspired by a fiindamental sense of respect for

.elders and women, and their national institutions It

was in this atmosphere that Mahavira’s early life was-

spent. His upbringmg must have been quite excep-

tionally balanced and his development proportionate,

for his life was a life of comfort but not luxury, and
his ambition was an ambition to conquer but not with
a view to mastery over others. He was deeply m-
fluenced by the democratic ethos of the society m which
he lived. He was impressed by the inadequate apph-
cation of this ethos m the pohtical, economic and so-

cial hfe of the commumty without its being based upon
a really democratic rehgious system

, and he took it

upon himself to work out and propagate a system of
complete spiritual democracy in the form of Jainism.



PERIOD OF PREPARATION.

Mahavirds Natttral Bent ofMmd.

All biographies of Mahavira are agreed upon one
point, namely, tha he led he life of a householde : for
thirty years With wha mental atti ude this period
of 'lie was lived, of that we have no certam knowledge.
Certam Digambra books suggest that Mahavira lived

his hfe as a house-holder m a normal manner, taking

a healthy mterest in his environment and enjoymg the

many opportumties of work and play afforded to

him by his exal ed station in society, until all of a su- *

dden m his thirtieth year he began to reflect and medi-
tate and feelmg disatisfied with the p ospect of an ‘un-

>ending mund^e existence’ made up his mmd to re-

nounce the world. The Sveiambara accounts, on the

other hand, depict Mahavira as having been an unusually

reflective lad from the very beginning. Even m his

early youth he seems to have thought of renouncing

the world, but he was always prevailed upon by his

^ectionate parents ’o change his resolve Nor did

Mahavira desire to hurt his parents, if he could help it.

It appears tha Mahavira’s parents were quite assiduous

in mak ng attempts to engage the boy’s mmd m worldly

things and m creating around him a luscious atmos-

phere of amusemen and pleasure. Fairly early m hfe

lie was married to a charming prmcess, Yashoda, be-

longing to the Kaundmya gotra.

On the question of Mahavira’s marriage there is

a fundamental difference of detail between the Digam-
bara and Svetambara accounts. While the Svetambara

hooks distinctly mention that Mahavira hved married

life for about 10 years and begot a daughter named
Anojja or Priyadarsana, the Digambara books deny

the fact of marriage altogether. But from a critical

atudy of the several old biographies of Mahavira, it is

possible to establish that the Digambara view is based
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upon a mjsconstruction of certain verses in the Pauma-

chanja and Avasjaka Niryukti. These books give in a

comparatve form the various details about the life of

the Tirthankaras ;
with reference to their status at the

time of renunciation these books mention that while

the other Tirthankaras renounced the world after having

been actual rulers over their states, Vasupujya (the 12th

Tirthankara), Malh (the 19th Tirthankara), Nemi (the

22ud Tirthankara), Parsva (the 23rd Tirthankara), and

Mahavira were still fmr (i e. prmces).

'TRft fRT ^ li^vsU

=fT^r3ft fsivr^f^r i

o c I

giT 3?^%^ srrf^r TraWt

?r q ff=53Jrrr>T^3rT fHF<^(mnpvr

The same couplets, m Sanskrit, have been repeated

in the Digambara books such as Padma-Pitrana and
Hamamsa~Purana.

fHRT ffTWT ’|r«I^'TtnT>S<Tt II

^o, ^V9 I

Tr^^fjTforrnwh: i

q^=^T § fTTRiww II

^0. I

It is clear tliat the word fmr in these verses has
been interpreted in its other meaning of ‘celibate’ by
the later Digambara acharyas*; but it is also obvious

- - - —.—- .

* It seems necessary to pomt out in this connection that the
same interpretation has been accepted m a passage in the
Samavajanga, a sutra m the Svetambara canon. As this is a sohtary
instance of such construction in the whole Svetambara hterature
it pomts to the influence of the prevaihng Digambara tradition
and should help us to determine the date of the present text of
this particular Sutra. The passage reads RlTSTJTTT sniK^nr-

of spipjTfVsf
{ %.
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thgt this meamng whl not possibly bear in the con-
text. There is no particular reason in these circums-
tances to disbelieve the facts of Mahavira's marriage
It is possible, however, that the marriage when made
\yas against his own inclination and desire and was made
in deference to the wishes of the parents

;
but that he

hv.ed a married life for several years and became father
seems to be well-founded

The Digambara and Svetambara versions difler

also on another point, whether in the tlnrtieth year

of Mahavira’s life when he actually renounced the world
his parents were alive or dead The Svetambara acc-

ounts mention that Mahavira had made a promise to

his motlier that he would not renounce the world so

long as the parents were ahve. This would seem to

follow quite logically from what has been said before

about Mahavira’s leaning towards ascetic life and the

parent’s objection to Ins renouncmg the world and
talong up an ascedcal career and from the further fact

that Mahavira was naturally a dutiful and considerate

son, although strong in his determination at the same
time. The story goes that Mahavira’s parents died

when he was in his twenty-eighth year, that ‘perceiving

that the time of Ins renunciation had come’ he repeated

his desire to enter the Order to his elder brother who
was now the eldest member of the family, and that the

brodier dissi;aded Inm from acting on that desire forth-

with, for “the deaths of our parents are still fresh in

our memories, your leaving us at this time would render

our bereavement the more unbearable and painful.”

Mahavira* hved for two years more in the palace and

then ‘with the consent of those in power entered the

spiritual career’. The Digj^mbara books, on the other

hand, mention that Mahavira’s parents were alive at

the time when he renounced the world, that they tried

On the other haqid, a Digapal^afa text admits that

Mahavira was engaged to Yasfiodara, but says that he was, obsti-

nate in his refusal and that therefore the proposal had to be

dropped.
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-first to dissuade him from his resolve but yielded in the

end when they found that Mahavira was defimtely

bent upon executing it.

Kenumation.

Be that as it may, the fact remams that disgusted

with the non-finahty of the things of the world and

persuaded by a desire to search for the ultimate

Trutli, on the tenth day of islagsir Mahavira formally

renounced all his secular bonds, left Ms silver, gold

and nches, quitted and rejected his real, valuable pro-

perty, distributed his wealth n presents, set out for

the life of a homeless monk. The great event has been

somewhat poignantly described m the Kalpa-Sutra.

“In that period, in that age, in the first month
of winter, in the first fortnight,- in the dark

(fortmght) of Margasiras, on its tenth day, when
the shadow had turned towards the east and the

(first) Paurushi was fiiU and over, on the day
called Suvrata, in the Muhurta called Vijaya, in

the palanquin Chandraprabha, Mahavira was
followed on Ins way by a tram of gods, men,
and Asuras, and surrounded by a swarm of
shell-blowers, proclaimers, pattivalas, courtiers,

men carrying others on the back, heralds, and
bell bearers They praised and hymned him
vnth kmd, pleasing, sweet and soft words

“Then the Venerable Ascetic Mahavira—gazed
on by a circle of thousands of eyes, praised by
a circle of thousands of mouths, extoUed by a
circle of tliousands of hearts, bemg the object

of many thousands of wishes, desired because

of his splendour, beauty, and virtues, pomted
out by a circle of thousands of forefingers,

answermg with (a greeting) of his hands a arcle
of thousands of jomted hands of thousands of
men and women, passing along a row of
thousands, of palaces, greeted by sweet and
dehghtful music, as beating of time, performance
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on the Vjna, Turya, and the great drum, inwhicL
joined shouts of victory, and the low and pleas-

mg murmur of the people
;
accompamed by all

his pomp, all his splendour, aU his army, aU
Ins tram, by all his retinue, by aU his magm-
ficence, by ^ his grandeur, by all Ins ornaments,,

by aU tlie tumult, by all tlie dirong, by all sub-
jects, by all actors, by all time-beaters, by tlie

whole seragho
; adorned with flowers, scented

robes, garlands, and ornaments, and under
the contmuous dm and sound of trumpets,

with great state and splendour, with a great

tram of soldiers, vehicles, and guests, under
die sound, dm, and noise of conches, cymbals,

drums, castanets, horns, small drmns, ketde

drums, Muajas, Mridangas, and Dundubhis,

which were accompamed at the same time by
trumpets—^went right ihrough Kundapuia to a

park called the Shandavana of the Jnatrkas and

proceeded to the excellent tree Asoka. There

under the excellent tree Asoka he caused his

palanqum to stop, descended fibm his palan-

qmn, took off his ornaments, garlands, and

finery with his own hands, and with his own
hands plucked out his hair in five handfuls.

When the moon was m conjunction with the

asterism Uttaraphalguni, he after fastmg two
and a half days without drinking water, put

on a divine robe, and qmte alone, nobody
else bemg present, he tore out his hair and

leaving the house entered the state of house-

lessness.

Ascetic hife.

Mahavira’s ascetic life before Ins attainment of die

highest spiritual knowledge lasted for mote then

twelve years. Smce Ins parents were lay disciples of the

order of Par^va, it ^would be justified to infer that he

began his novitiate as an ascetical member of the same
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Order. At the same time it ,appears that he- not

abide rigorously by all the .specified rules of the OVdef :

there is a tradition current m Jam hterature 'that a jCtr-

thankara does not adopt a guru and/ presumably, the

prevailing practice of an’ earlier Tirthanhara’s Order.

There seems to be no doubt that the monks of Parsva^s

order wore clothes. In the Uttaradhjayana sutra there

is an account of a meeting between Kesf, a young Sra-

mana of the school of Parsva, and Gautama, the chief

disople of Mahavira, in which ‘knowledge and virtuous

conduct were for ever brought to eminence and subjects

of the greatest mportance were settled’.The matter that

had been occasionmg controversy was that Parsva’s

law recognised only four vows and permitted the

weanng by the monks of an under and an upper gar-

ment, while Mahavira’s law enjomed five vows and
forbade the wearing of clothes altogether ; and Gau-
tama explamed away the difficulty by stating that The
various outward marks of rehgious men mtroduced
to distinguish them do not count towards final hbera-

tion but only knowledge, faith and right conduct. In
conformity with the rules of Parsva’s order, Mahavira
also wore clothes for a year and a month, but then
adopted nudity and stuck to it throughout the rest of
his life. The Digambara tradition credits him with
ha^^ng adopted nudity from the start.

His habits of hfe during this period may be briefly

mentioned. He went about naked and without any
outfit of any kind. eH did not even possess a bowl
for collecting food which he collected in the hollow
of his hands. He completely neglected his body
and abandoned care of it. Many insects crawled
on his person, bit.him and caused him pain, but he bore
it with patience. People were shocked at the sight of
him ; they shouted at him and at time even struck him.
He bore everything patiently and with equanimity.
For days and months he would observe silence and
and remam absorbed m his own thoughts. The
Digambara tradition mentions that he observed the

3
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s:ow of silence, for. twelve, years, but that is possibly
an exaggeratipft. .He^ avo ded men as well as woniep,
often

,

gaye no ans’^yers to questions put to
,

him
^d

^

oniitted to return greetings. . Diversions of
^1 kind he positively avoided. The, ascetic hfe ,of
Mahavira strongly contrasted with the probationary
period in Buddha’s life. The Buddha created an
agreeable impression wherever he

,

went
,

he was
•welcomed by teadhers like Al^ra Kalama and Uddaka
E-amaputta and their pupils, and even when he followed
a graduated course of austerities and consequently

reduced himself to a mere skeleton, skm and. bone, he
did not arouse the hostihty of the onlooker. Mahavira’s

troubles were pardy. due, to his unkempt appearance

and partly to his sombre silence and look of grim
determmation. Not without justification do the Jam
accounts say that unusually large for a Tiithankara was
Mahavira’s share of the defilement of Karma winch he

liad to suppress before obtaimng enhghtement.

Venatices,

Mahavira performed a very prolonged course of

of severe penance for twelve years for the destruction

of the karma. This course of penances comprehended
•‘uninterrupted meditation, unbroken chasdty, and the

most scrupulous observance of the rules concermng
eatmg and drmkmg.’ The account of his sadhana

given in the Acharanga is hterally soul-stirrmg.

He meditated day and night, undisturbed and
unperturbed. Avoiding women and givmg up the

company of householders, he realised smgleness. He
lodged m workshops, assembhng places, manufactories,

-sheds of straw, towns, garden-houses, in cemetries and

burial grounds, or at the foot of a tree, wherever shelter

was available. He did not care for sleep for tjie sake

of pleasure and slept only for short hours. In, winter

when cold wmds blew, he did not seek sheltered places

or kmdle wood or seek to cover himself with clothes.

In the cold season' he meditated in the shade, m summer
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lie exposed himself to the heat. He would meditate

with his eyes fixed on a square space before him of the

length of a man or m some other posture without the

smallest motion. Wlule meditatmg he would con-

centrate on the things above, below, or beside. He
meditated free from sm and desire, not attached to

sounds or colours, and never acted carelessly. Being

averse from the impressions of the senses, he spoke

very httle and was always calm

‘Thoroughly knowing the earth-bodies and water

bodies and fire-bodies and wind-bodies, the hchens,

seeds and sprouts’ and comprehending ‘that they are,

if narrowly inspected, imbued with life’, he avoided

all kinds of sin and abstained from all sinful activity.

He did not use what had expressly been prepared for

him. He did not use another’s robe, nor did he eat

out of another’s vessel. He did not rub his eyes or

scratch his body. ‘Knowing measure in eating and
drinking, he was not desirous of dehcious food, nor
had he a longmg for it.’ For more than a couple of
years he led a rehgious hfe without usmg cold water.

He completely abstained from indulgence of the fle^h ;

whether wounded or not, he took no medical treatment.

He lived on rough food-rice, pounded jujube and beans.

Sometimes he ate stale food. He accepted moist or
dry or cold food, old beans, old pap, or bad grain, what-
ever was aval 'able. But where there were hungry
crows or thirsty beings or other beggars standing in

his way, he would go past that place without begging
alms. He kept fasts

;
sometimes he ate only the sixth

meal, or the eighth, or the tenth, or the twelfth
;
some-

times he did not drink for half a month or even for a
month or for more than two months or even six months.

In accordance with the rules o'" the order he wander-
red about unceasingly, except for the four months
of the rainy season. During tlie res of the year, he
lived in villages only a single mght and in towns only
five nights. . He was indifferent alike to the smell of
ordure and the sweet scent of sandal, to straw and jewel.
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diet and gold, pleasure and pain, this world and the
^orld beyond, to life and death. His m nd was com-
pletely &ee from attachment- Circumspect m his
thou^it, words and acts, he moved without wrath,
pride, deceit and greed. Like water in a vessel, he
was unattached in the midst of sin. During the course
of his -travels, he visited the pathless country of the
Ladhas, n Vajjabhumi and in Subbhabhumi ; and here
Ils troubles were endless. The rude natives of the
place attacked him and set dogs to bite him, but he did
not use as much as a stick to keep oJf the dogs. He
endured the abusive ’anguage of the rustics and bore
pain, free from desire. “When he approached the
village the inhabitants met him on the outside and
attacked him, saying 'Get away nom here’. He was
struck with a stick, the fist, a lance, hit with a fruit,

a clod, a potsherd. Beating him again and again,

many cried. When he once sat without moving his

body, they cut his flesh, tore his hair under pains, or
covered him with dust. Throwing him up they let

him fall, or disturbed him m his religious postures’h

But like a hero at the head of a battle, bearing all hard-

ships he proceeded on his path wholly undisturbed-

H/s :

The Jain books give a precise description of Maha-
vira’s wanderings during this period of over twelve

years, he various places he visited and the several con-
’

tacts he formed. The KalpaStdra and the Bhagavati

supplement, and do not as certain scholars are inclined

to think contradict, each other ;
and together help to

frame a complete picture of his travels ftom place to

place.

Kummara may be supposed to be the startmg

point of Mahavira’s travels. The Arharanga mentions

that renunciation implied the quitting of ‘die northern

Kshattnya part of the place Kundapura’ and arrival in

the village Kummara, which was presumably a suburb

of Kundagrama. From Kummara he moved on to the
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settlement of Kollaga (situated close to Nalanda), where

he was hospitably received by the Brahmana Bahula,

After roammg about in tha area for some six months,

Mahavira ultimately came to Asthigrama to spend his

first rainy season there. The commentary on the

Kalpa-Sutra refers to Vardhamana as the former name
of Asthigrama ;

Dr. B. C. Law is inclined to identify

It with modern Burdwan. On the way to Asthigrama

Mahavira had the first taste of those bitter experiences,

which were going to be such a common feature of his

Sadhaka life, (i) of hostility towards him of the other

parivrajaka sects hving in north India at the time, and

(ii) of his persecution at the hands of various tempter-

gods in a similar way to the temptation of the Buddha
by the traditional Mara. On both these a few words
may be parenthetically added.

In 6th century B.C. north India generally and the

north-eastern provinces in particular were buzzing with
ascetic life. A whole legion of ascetic orders was
flourishing in these regions. Scholars are of the opinion
that asceticism has its roots in the Vedas ;

the centre

of Vedic religion as the '^sht (seer) who is capable of
a direct reahsation of Truth by practice of or as-

ceticism There is no doubt that asceticism received

great encouragement in the age of the Aranyakas and
the Upanishads when, dissatisfied with growing ritua-

lism and superstition under the aegis of the priestly

class, serious-minded people openly questioned the

prevailing mtellectualism of rehgion and retired to the
forests in their search for the highest knowledge and
for a new world of experience. The Sruti practice of
asceticism was accordingly regularised mto a system in

the Smntis, which made it obligatory upon every Hindu
to devote the latter part of his hfe to the two ashramas
of Vanaprastha and Sanyasa. It may be mentioned that

the Brahmamcal system did not confine asceticism
only to elderly people or advanced householders

,
even

youths could be permitted to take up the ascetical career,,

if they wanted to shun the world in their quest for the
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Ideal^ such youths being known as the
Thus in the normal Brahmanical system quite about
half of society would be wandering about as mendicants
flUd ascetics in pursuit of Truth under the guidance of
chosen teachers. This Hoating mass of' houseless po-
pulation was orgatdsed into different orders or sects

in accordance with the different systems ' of doctrmes
and ' discipline tliey followed. The Buddhist text

Udafiam bears testimony to the fact that the character-

istic feature of the lehgious life of India during this

period was a multiplicity of ascetic groups/‘sectaries of
Sramanas and Brahnamas, all ^arivrajakas, followers of
different dtttJns (viewpoints), (system), srifkf (beliefs),

5^1% (aims), and srT^rzr (orgamsations)’"; the Jain texts

also mention numerous sects and schools, with their

own behefs and practices, existing in the country

at the time. In his introduction to the Acharanga,

Jacobi has elaborately compared the rules and religious

practices of Bralimamc and Sramanic ascetics, and stated

his conclusion that certain rules were commonly obser-

ved by most of the ascetic orders, for mstance, (1) the

injunction that the Bhikshu must station himself in a

fixed retreat during the rains, (2) the injunction that

the Bhikshu must not store up articles of consumption,

nor kiH life, and (3) various rules regarding beggings

etc. Tapas (or austerities), in some form or other,

it appears, was common to particularly all orders. But
Mahavira was now giving a new meaning to the term,

which conflicted with aU its prevaihng notions and
which raised the practice of trnf to a spiritual height, un-

attained and not even intended to be attamed, by any

of the existing parwrajaka orders.

Mahavira’s idea of tapas was that of or practice

of self restraint 'with regard to the body, speech and

mind
;
in his view, austerities had to be mward as well

as outward, and fasting, absolute chastity and unmitiga-

ted meditation were its several forms. The practice

of austerities or penances was to be resorted to as a

means of wearing out and ultimately destroying the
I t

‘
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eflfect of sinful deeds committed m foimer existences,

and die practice o die tlireefdld self-rest amt, of the

body, speech and mind^ as a means of stoppng the

production ofnew Karma. As justified forms of penances,

Mahavirawas prepared to recognise only ar^r^ (ias ng\
(hmiting the food that one eats

,
(eating

only' begged food), wrf^iJT (abstaining from specif

items of food winch one most envoys), (bodily

austerity), avo danceoftemptation by eontrol of

senses and mind), (confession and penance
,

(reverence); (service rendered to the aged and the

helpless), (the study o the scriptures), (medi-

tation), (feeling and showing absolute indiffeience

to the body and its needs) He gave no honoured
place to practices hke die tending of a fire

;
the exorcis-

ing of evil spirits
,
the performance of agmhotias

;
the

taking of regular badis ; the hving under water, or in

caves, or on trees^
;
die eating of roots, leaves, moss,

flowers, or bark of trees, or of grass
;
the besmeanng

of body widi ashes, etc., just die practices in which the

other patwrajaka orders had gloried. It appears that

Parsva’s monks had been fairly lax in their morals and
disciphne, but they were far more regulated in their

conduct than die other patwrajakas, tor there is an
occasional mention in the Jain texts of die weaker spi-

rits in Parava’s order finding it hard to observe Ae
rules and consequeiidy joinmg the other partvrajaka

sects with less rigorous rules of discipline But it

is certain that the austerities prescribed by Mahavira
for himself, and later on for the members of his Order,
presented an mfinitely harder code of penances and were
combmed with a far more rigorous disciphne of ethical

and spiritual conduct than was prevalent in any parivra-

jaka sect at diat time
,
and there is no doubt that Maha-

vira earned the hostility of die other sects for doing so.

As regards the persecution of Mahavira by the
tempter-gods, it is a reminder of the story of Mara m
Buddha’s life. Mara is looked upon in Buddhist htera-
ture as the supreme lord of all evil, the chief seducer
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to. evil thought, word and deed. He is supposed to
have followed the Buddha step by step and watched
for a moment of weakness to over-power his soul and
deflect him from the pursuit of knowledge. As a god
of evil he is hot associated with that gloomy tragedy
With wh ch we are accustomed to fancy the diabolical,

deady foe of good surrounded
; and as seducer his

methods of work are fairly commonplace, ‘appearing
at one time as a Brahmin, at another as a husbandman,
at another as an elephant king, and in many other difier-

rent forms’ in order to shake Buddha’s life. Instead
of the traditional Mara, however, Jain books speak of
different gods appearing at different times and the me-
thods of their at ack are not always non-violent as in

the case of Mara, but comprehend elaborate bodiy
pain and torture. The fitst encounter with the tempter-

god in Mahavira’s life took place on the eve o'* his first

While on the way to Asthigraina, he came across

a small temple dedicated to the god Shulpam, which

used to be left completely untenanted at mght but where
Mahavira decided to stay and meditate He suffered

frightful tortures at the hands of the god in the course

of his meditation at night Bu" the real battle with

temptations took place in the e eventh year of his sadhak

life, when Sangamaka, another tempter-god, set about

his task with a view to confuse Mahavira and, if possible,

to shake him from his search for Truth, followed him
step by s ep for a period of six months giving him all

sorts of torture and creating all conceivable difficulties

in hts way m order to overpower his soul m a moment
of weakness. Adopting the garb of a disciple of Maha-
vira, he started committing theft in a house, got caught,

put the blame upon his guru and had h m severely beaten.

He had Mahavira arrested on suspicion of being a spy.

Several times he made Mahavira’s excursions for alms

fruitless by various devices ; he had him ridiculed by

people with derisive gestures ;
and gave him troubles

in a hundred other ways. But Mahavira remained

steadfast, bore all his trials with fortitude, and therefore

the god was ultimately obliged to depart.
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Gosala MankJialiputra

Miliavira’s second was spent in Nalanda, a

subutb of Rajgtha. While here he was met by Gosala

Mankhaliputta (or Maskatiputra), the Ajivaka teacher.

Gosala was then wandering about in the country showing
pictures to the people, and was attracted by Mahavira

owing to his extraordinary self-restraint and impressive

habits of meditation and by the fact that a rich

householder of Ra)grha, by name Vi]aya, had shown
respect and hospitahty towards Mahavira. Possibly

another factor, Mahavira’s capacity to prophesy things

correcdy, also helped to increase Gosala’s keenness,

as It certainly helped towards the difiusion of Mahavira’s

influence and following in the later part of his career.

The Jain books mention that Gosala approached Maha-
vira with a request that he may be adopted as his dis-

ciple, but tliat Mahavira dechned his request, presumably
because he at once sensed the great difference between
their temperaments. Golasa’s request was repeated

on two later occasions and on each sucessive occasion

with greater earnestness, and was ultimately granted

by Mahavira It appears that from this time onwards,
Mahavira and Gosala hved and travelled togather for

a period of six years. The third and the fourtli

were spent at Champa, at different quarters of the same
town. After the fourtli for a short period, they

seem to have trekked into the Ladha country, which
they visited again in the nmth year. The fifth and the
sixth were spent at Bhaddila, the capital town
of the Mallas

;
the seventh at a place m the kingdom

of Magadha
,
and the eighth at Rajagrha. In the ninth

year Mahavira travelled again into Ae Ladha-desa and
stayed there for over six months

,
in the absence of any

setded retreat to spend die ramy season he had to wander
about during the period. Presumably Gosala was with
him this time also, aldiough the fact that no incidents

are mentioned of his use of his undemably harsh tongue
during the sojourn in Ladha-desa is somewhat rema^a-
ble. On return from Ladha country, while they were
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travelimg from Kumaragram to Siddharthagrama, tliey
met the ascetic Vesayana, who was seated with upraised
arms upturned face m the glare of the Sun while
his body was s^A^arming with hce.' Gosala jestingly
add indiscreetly asked whether tins man was a sage ’or
a bed of lice. Provoked at this, Vesayana attempted
to strike Gosala with his supernormal powers, but was
slnelded by Mahavira. Gosala, however, was so im-
pressed with the fact of the possession of supernormal
pdwers that he felt inclined to give up Mahavira’s com-
pany and to devote all Ins energies to the practice of
tlie severest penances with a view to acquire fiery pow-
ers for himself. It ook him six months to acquire

these powers, and after that he proclaimed himself a

Jina and founded the order of the Ajivikas.

On the Gosala episode, the opinions of the scholars

are very different and higliJy conflicting. Gosala

figures in the early tradition of Buddhism as an m-
dependent leader of thought, “the head of an order,

of a following, the teacher of a school, well known and

of repute as a sophist a man of experience who has

long been a recluse”, there is no suggestion made of

his personal relation witli Mahavira. From the point

of view of thought and behef, the Jam and the Ajivaka

sects are undoubtedly allied, havmg many points in

common betv'’een them. In the immediate background

of both were the teachings of Parsva, Parsva being

honoured by both as the last but one^Tirdiankara, while

Mahavira and Gosala were sharply divided in their claim

to the position of the last Tirthankara The eight

Mahafjwnftas of the Ajivaka canon were n fact extracts

made from the Ten Vmvas^ which ate recognised as

the literary authority of the sect of Parsva. The
commonness of their tradition and the fact that

Gosala proclaimed himself a Jina and was recogmsed

as a teacher at least two years before Mahavira, were

considered by Jocobi and Barua as adequate reasons for

advahcing the somewhat fanciful opinion that contrary

to the Jain account Mahavira was a disciple of Gosala
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I for some time. Such an opimon is clearly unfounded
I for if Gosala had ever been Mahavira’s teacher, it is

presumable tliat the Buddhist texts would have at least

recorded something to that effect, and anyhow Gosala

would have put forward that claim when he visited

Mahavira to upbraid him for calhng him his own
disaple. ' Thus, even if the 'B>hagavati version o'* the

relationship between Mahavira and Gosala be not
accepted,' a reversal of that relationship cannot surely

be accepted at all. That the B/iagavaf/ account may be
somewhat exaggerated is warranted by the fact that

neither m the Acharanga nor in the Kalpa-Sutra is

there any mention of Gosala. It may also be mentioned
that the Digambara accounts of Mahavira’s hfe also do
not refer to his contact with Gosala. What appears

on the basis of ava lable materials to be well-founded
IS that Mahavira and Gosala did not have a teacher and
disciple relationslnp at all. It is highly doubtful that

Mahavira had started taking disciples before his

attainment of Enhghtement. Mahavira and Gosala
were just two associates m a common concern, tw6
sadhakas who hved together for six years in asceticism.

Later on there sprang up acute differences of opimon
between the two. They separated from each other
and became irreconcilable opponents, fighting out their

differences generally through their followers.
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After Gosak’s withdrawal, Mahavira contiGued his

wanderings and jpractice of asceticism alone. Gosala
proclaimed himself a Jioa and started collectmg follow-
ers after acquiring supernormal powers

; but Mahavira
persisted in his search From Siddharthagrama he
went to Vaisah and thence to Vanijyagrama, where
he was visited by Ananda, a wealthy merchant of the

place
;
and then travelled to Sravasti (which has been

identified with Sahet-Mahet on the south bank of the

the river Tapti) for his tenth

1

On the expiry of the tenth began the sad

episode of sangamaka, the temper-god, who made his

appearance and began his attack which in its various

forms lasted for about six months. The eleventh

was spent at Vaisah and the twelfth at

Champa. The interval between the eleventh and
the twelfth was marked by the famous srbrtrf at

Kausambi, which took five months and twenty-

five days to be fulfilled and meant a forced fast

for Mahavira of this duration. “During the thirteenth

year, in the second month of summer, in the fourth

fortnight, the hght (fortnight) of Vaisaldia, on its tenth

day, called Suvrata, in the Muhurta called Vijaya^ while

the moon was in conjunction with the asterism Uttara-

phalgum, when the shadow had turned towards the east

and the first wake was over, outside the town Jrmbhika-
grama, on the northern bank of the river Rjupalika,

in the field of the householder Samaga, under a Sala

tree, in a squatting position with joint heels exposing

himself to the heat of the Sun, with the knees high

and the head low, in deep meditation, in the midst of

abstract meditation, he reached the complete and full,

the unobstructed, ummpeded, infinite and supreme, best

knowledge and intuition, called Kevala.*'
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Keva/in

On the attainment of Kevala jnana, says the Kalpa-

Sutia, the Venerable Ascetic Mahavira became omni-

scient. “He knew and saw all conditions of the worldf,

of gods, men and demons ; whence they came, whither

they are born as men or animals or became gods or

hellish, bemgs, the ideas, the thoughts of their mmd,
the food, doings, desires, the open and secret deeds of

all the hvmgs m the whole world ;
the'' Arhat, for

whom there is no secret, knew and saw all conditions

of all hving beings in die world, what they thought,

spoke, or ^d at any time.” It is notable that fre-

quentiy m the course of audience and m his preachings

^er this great event he would refer to the earlier exis-

tence of a person or to what one was going to be in

the next birth; this extended vision of the past, present

and future became obviously an essential attribute of
Mahavira’s personality. Even the Buddhist texts always

lefer to him as possessing such vision.

It would be helpful in this connection to under-

stand the Jain theory of knowledge. According to

Jainism, consciousness is the very essence

of the soul, not a mere characteristic of it. The soul

(^ ^
can know unaided everything direct and exacdy

as it is. Of consciousness, there are two manifestations,

perception ( )
and knowledge (^). The former is

simple apprehension, the latter conceptual knowledge.
In the former details ate not perceived, in the latter

they are; is a perception of generalities (^ETTfri^q)

of things without particularities There can be no
jiva without consciousness or cognition, as there can be
no consciousness without a jiva. Incidentally, this is a
point which illustrates the distinction of Jainism from
Buddhism, where not the mind but only states of con-
sciousness are admitted as teal. The fact that the Know-
ledge wliich a jiva actually has is fragmentary in its

character is due to the obscuration caused by Karma,
which mterferes with its power of cognition. The
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Karmas which obscure the different kind of jnana arc
called the knowledge-obscuring (wm^xw)y those which
obscure the different varieties of are called the
perception-obscuring karmas. The different

kinds of jnana recognised by Jainism are
: (1) ^rfh^rnr

which is ordmary cogmtion obtamed by normal means
of sense perception. It includes remembrance
recogmtion (sTc^rf^), induction based upon ofcser-

vation (o^), and deductive reasoning and it is

acquired by means of the senses and mind; (2) w or
testimony, i.e., knowledge derived through signs, syrnbols,

or words
; (3) which is direct knowledge of things

even at a distance of time and space It is knowledge
by clairvoyance, hmited by and coextensive with the

material object of the knowledge; (4) which is

direct knowledge of the thoughts of others, a telepath c

knowledge of others’ minds ; and (5) which is per-

fect knowledge comprehending aU substances and their

modifications. The last three categories of knowledge
are direct in the sense that they are derived without

the medium of senses and mmd.

or perception is of four kmds
;
perception

through visual sensations perception through
non-visual sensations perception through
the faculty of Avadhi or clairvoyance (sr^fsTS^r), and
lastly perception through Kevala or infimte

perception, which is unhmited and apprehends all

general reahty.

AH accounts of Mahavira’s life are agreed that he

E
ossessed a highly active and clever mind from the very

eginmg. He is mentioned to have possessed from
his very childhood the Sruta and Avadki jnana

;
the

Svetambara books say that he was in possession of

Ahhogika-jnana^ which is inferior to the Avadhi know-
ledge but is essentially of the same class. he

obtained while renouncing the world and adopting the

career ofan ascetic. The Kalpa-Sutra refers to his having

perceived with ^his supreme unlimited knowledge and
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intuition’ that the time of his renunciation had corne.

^ow he came to acquire Kevala-jnana^ Kevala-darsana, and
approximation ^ to the perfect condition of the soul.

Perfect knowledge is completely free
, ,
from doubt

(^JiT^r), perversity and indefimteness

It
,

is, absolute apprehension without media, ‘soul-

knowledge,’ knowledge par excellence which is higher

than all the other varieties of normal and super-

normal knowledge. Such knowledge, of course, com-
prehends knowledge of the soul itself, for contraiy to

the Nyaya-Vaisesika theory which beheves that know-
ledge reveals only extrenal relations but not itself, the

Jain siddhanta asserts that in knowing any object the

soul knows Itself simultaneously. After the attainment

of Kevala-jnana a jiva may lead an active hfe, but the

activity would not taint him, would exeit no fresh Kar-
mic influence of the obstructive type upon the soul.

During the period between Enlightenment and actual

death the person is termed as ‘Arhat’
,
at actual hbera-

tion he becomes a ‘Siddha’. The Stage of Arhat-ship
corresponds roughly to the Hmdu ideal of jfvan-muktt.

The concept of such absolute and perfect know-
ledge may not be umque to the Jains but their ways of
attainment of knowledge are certainly unique. The
Upamsadic seers drew a distinction between
(lower knowledge) and 'Ttr f^r (higher knowledge), the
higher knowledge bemg conceived as the knowledge
by which alone the imperishable being is reached. The
Greek philosophers also drew a similar distinction

between , Doxa and Episteme, between opmion
:md truth (or knowledge). Plato, in his Republic,
brought out the distinction by means of a parable.

“Imagme human beings living m a sort of under-
ground den, which has a mouth wide open to-
wards the hight, and behmd them a breastwork
such as marionette players might use for a screen

;

and there is a way beyond the breastwork along
which passengers, are rnoving, holdmg in their
hands various works of art, and among them images
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of men animals, wood and stone, and some of the

passers are talking and others silent. They see nothing

but the shadows which the fire throws on the wall of

the caves, to these they give names ; and if we add an

echo which returns from the wall, the voices of passen-

gers Will seem to proceed from the shadows. They
are ourselves, and to us, brought up m the limited-

atmosphere of such a den from our childhood, “truth

is just nothing but the shadows of the images.” But

released from the pnson of the den and compelled

suddenly to go up, we can gradually have a clear view

of the Truth, peiceivmg at first only shadows and re-

flect.ons m the water, then recogmsmg the moon and

the stars, 2nd beholding finally the sun ‘m his own
proper place.’ Thus, their knowledge will come to have

the clearness of certainty and rescue itself from ‘the

cloudiness of opmioo.”

Incidentally, this parable of Plato also presents a

theory of knowledge which is wholly akin to the Jam
theory. Knowledge is not something which has to

be put into the soul and which was not there before.

“The power is already in the soul; and as the eye cannot

turn from darkness to light without the whole body,

so too when the eye of the soul is turned round, the

the whole soul must be turned from the world of gene-

ration into that of being.”

%

Jina.

The attainment of Kevala-Jhana was achieved by

hlahavira after a prolonged practice of profound medi-

tations and austerities for over tv’^elve years, and this

entitled him to be called the Jina (conqueror). It ni^7

be mentioned that Buddha also led a hfe of austenties

for six years, but that he thought these years wasted and

his penances useless for attaining his end ;
while

Islahavira was not only convinced of the necessity

of his penances and thought them essential for obtain-

ing perfection, but persevered in some of them
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after becoming a Tirthankara. In Mahavira’s view,

“the full blaze of ommscience” in the jiva is impossible

of accomphshment without the practice of a regulated

course of self-discipline and the conquest of karmas.

The Karma in Jain Siddhanta is recognised as a subs-

tantive force, matter in a subtle form, which builds^up

a speaal body called Karmana-^arira and which retards

the inherent radiance of tlie soul. “As heat cm
unite with iron and water with milk, so karma unites

with the soul”. The kind of matter fit to manifest

karma fills all cosmic space, and it has the pecuhar

property of developing the effects of merit and dement.

Except in final release the soul is always in connection

with matter, and the Karma forms the link between the

two.

The Jain Siddhanta recongises eight kinds of karma.

(1) which obscures right knowledge of details

and prevents our receiving mental illurmnation. It

may not only impede us in gaining true knowledge,
but may actually give rise to false and hurtful knov -

ledge and misuse of intellectual powers. (2)

which obscures right perception and prevents our
having general comprehension of things. (3)

which obscures the bliss-nature of the soul and causes

us to experience either the sweetness ofworldly pleasures

or the bitterness of noisery In the

Jam view, it is not only evil action but also good action

that has to be worked off before one can obtain hbera-
tion. (4) which obscures the right attitude of
the soul towards faith and right conduct and prevents

us from speaking and thinking clearly, which in short

“bemuses aU our faculties.” (5) which determines
the length of time a jiva must spend m the form with
which his Karma has endowed him. (6) which
determines the peculiar body of the soul with its general
and special qualities and faculties. (7) which deter-
mines the nationahty, caste, family, s^aal standing etc.,

(8) sRtxmwhich causes such energy in the soul as obstructs
die performance of good action when there is a desire

4
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and consequently, by a special thought activity
of still greater purity. The tenth stage ( WFre'TXPT

)

is rparked by an absolute control or conquest''of greed
the last of the great passions. From the tenth stage.

the soul that has followed the route of actual des-

truction of the karmas directly mounts to the twelfth

stage ( ) which is characterised by complete
freedom from all the Ghdti-karmas and which in-

. evitably leads to the attainment of Kevalaqnana; but
the ascetic who has followed the route of merely con-

trolhng the karmas instead of destroymg them has to

pass through the eleventh stage
( ) which is

a really critical experience. The subsided Karma may
at any time “hke a flood burst its dam, and force of its

current may carry the soul far down the slope he has

been chmbmg, depositing him on either the sixth or

the seventh step, or even on the lowest.”

There is no falhng back from the twelfth

stage, because the Ghdtt-kafwas have already been
destroyed; and although the Aghatt-Karmas still persist,

they have httle power to bind the soul and “can be

snapped as easily as piece of burnt string.” So hmited

in fact IS the power of the Aghati-karma that at

death a soul passes at once through the two remaimng
stages and enters Moksha without delay. The thir-

teenth stage ( ) is that of a vibrating

perfect soul, that is to say, when the soul has after the

destruction of the obstructive karmas, obtained the

Kevala but continues to retain its human body; and the

fourteenth and last stage ( )
is that of the

vibrationless perfect soul, that is to say, when the

perfect soul is leaving its human body in Crder to

proceed to Moksha there to reside for ever in perpetual

peace and bhss above the land called Siddha^ila.

'lirthankara

Mahavira was now in the Thirteenth stage of his

spiritual career. He had purged away all his Ghati-

iarma and had consequently attained Kevala-jn^a
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'and Kevala-darsaoa. Now he devoted himself to the

noble task of the active propagation of the Truth and
for this purpose of organising the community or Tirtha,

he assumed the role of the Tirthankara.

The difference between a Tirthankara and any
other Kevahn consists in just this, that the Tirthankara

is master of a special Nama-Karma, which gives him
a position of peculiar respect and eminence and makes
him responsible for the orgamsation and estabhshment
of a Sangha. Most Kevahns m the Sayogikevali stage

go about preaching truth ; but it is only a Tirthankara

who forms the Ttrthas (or fords) by means of which
a ]iva can cross this samsara over to the other side (i.e.,

Moksha). It was in the organisation of the Jam Sangha

that the Thirthankara Mahavira showed his real abih-

ties. He welded together into the Sangha the ascetic

as well as the layman, and men as well as women, pres-

'Cribed for all their respective duties, and provided for

a rigid disciphne and rigorous form of control. In
the Buddhist Sangha laymen were not orgamcally con*
nected with the clergy : Buddha’s church was a church
of monks and nuns only and no attempt was ever made
ito organise a quasi-church of lay-brothers and lay-sisters,

'Or to establish an organic relationship between the

clergy and the laity. But Mahavira welded together

the two sections of the Order, the clergy and the laity,

and accorded to the latter a definite and honourable
place in the ecclesiastical scheme and made it incumbent
•upon them, both as a duty and as an act of merit, to

support the clergy by giving alms hberally. As there

was a dejure relationship involved in the concept of the

•clergy, so was a dejure relationship involved in the con-

cept of the laity ; as there was a defimte procedure for>

-the initiation of the monks and nuns, so a special proce-

-dure was prescribed for the initiation of lay disciples of
the Sramanopasaka variety. Above all, the laity was-

enjoined to be exclusive m their loyalty and patronage,

intercourse with adherents of a rival creed was dis-

approved, as is clear from the following declaration
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made by Ananda, a newly converted disciple of Maha-
wim : ‘‘Truly, Reverend sir, it does not befit me from
this day forward to praise and worship any tnari of a
heretic community or any of the Devas or objects of
reverence of a heretic commumty ; or without being
first addressed by them to address them or converse
with them ; or to give them or supply them widi food
and drink or dehcades or dainties except it be by the
command of the King or the community or any power-
ful man or a deva or by the orders of one’s elders or
by the exigenaes of hving.”

For initiation into the Sangha^ a layman was required

first to renounce five faults (sdg^R), first, doubt
secondly, the desire to belong to another faith

thirdly, misgivings about the reahty of the fruits

of Karma fourthly, praise of hypocrites

and fifthly, all association with them
That done, he was to take the twelve lay vows. (1)

The vow never intentionally to destroy a jlva that has

more than one sense This vow
would not prevent a king leading any army m defence

of his kingdom ; but it forbids the killing of weak
creatures and of acting as agent provocatetfr. It

forbids animal sacrifice. (2) The vow never to indulge

in falsehood or exaggeration This

vow enjoins commerdal honesty and forbids rash

speech, revelation of secrets relating to one’s wife,

giving false evidence, forgery etc. (3) The vow never

to steal (?q^3?^*3T5TnfsFnT), the vow including stealth

from a house, highway-robbery, misappropriation

of funds, etc., (4) the vow of chastity by

which a man promises to be absolutely faithful to

his own wife at all times and never to allow any evil

thoughts in his own mind about other women-
The vows may be infnnged by such activity as evil

talk, excessive sexual indulgence, match-makng and

match-brokerage, unfaithfulness before mamage,

and consummating mamage with a girl before she has

attained her puberty. (5) The vow of limitation oT
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possessions by which a man promises
that he will never allow himself to retam more
than a certain fixed quantity of houses and fields, gold
and silver, cash and corn, servants and cattle, furmture
and plenishing These, five vows are called the five

Amvratas and they resemble in their subject matter the
five great vows a monk takes. If a layman keeps
all these five vows and also abandons the use of into-

xicants, ammal food, and honey, he is entitled to be
called a Srdvaka.

The next three vows are called the Gunavratas,

for they help the keeping of the first five vows.

(6) which sets bounds to one’s travels and
thus helps to curtail sin by restricting the area in

which one can sin. (7) which imposes
a hmit on the number of things a man may use and
is intended thus to help people to keep their vows
against lying, covetousness and steahng. (8) 3n=m-

by which a man vows not to think evil of
others, nor to persuade people to do evil, nor to be
careless about keeping or using weapons. The keepmg
of these vows which need not be taken by ascetics but
only laymen, would help the curtailment of sm by
limiting the motive for smmng.

The remaimng four vows are called Stkshdvratas,

for they tend to encourage the laity in the performance

of their rehgious duties. By the 9tli vow'
a man promises to perform Samayika, that is to say,

to spend at least forty eight minutes every day in medi-

tation, thinking no evil of any one, but bemg at

peace with all the world, to meditate on what heights

one’s soul may reach. By the tenth vow
he promises for one particular day to still further

contract the hmits he has undertaken not to transgress,

possibly binding himself during that day not to go

outside the village or the house,* 'to h^ve only cne meal

or to drink nothing but water. The eleventh vow
is of special sigmficande as connecting
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th3 laity closely with the ascetics; it compels the
layman to spend at least twenty-four hours every
m3nth as a monk, observing cehbacy, and commit-
ting no sort of sm, touching neither food, water,
fruit, betelnut, ornaments, scents, nor any sort of
weapon. The twelfth vow (3rrcrf«r?rr^Rr) encourges
the laity to support the ascetic commumty by giving
food, water etc.

A definite procedure for initiation was also

prescribed. The person who is desirous of bemg
initiated tells a Guru of his wish. The guru
reads out the vows and gives him an instruction on
each one and its infringements. The layman assents

to the mstruction and fixes the limits under various

vows for himself. Every year he must confess to the

ascetic who happens to be available the infractions of

the vows and accept the penance given. The vows
may be taken for the whole life or for a limited period

of time, on the expiry of which they may be taken

afresh.

As in the case of a Srdvaka, so for an ascetic there

is a definitely prescribed procedure for imtiation

( ). An ascetic is usually imtiated into the

order with the permission of his guardians after a

certain period of probation, during which he receives

prehminary training at the hands of a guru, which may
last from several days to one or two years. At the end

ofthe probationary perod, the novice is initiated into

monkhood, the ceremony of imtiation being fairly

elaborate and highly solemn. After being led in a

great procession, the candidate takes off his jewels

and clothes, plucks his hair by the hand, and solemnly

takes up the five great vows and the life of a home-

less wanderer. The five great vows of the ascetic

are: (1) Akimsa, never to destroy any living thing.

In order to keep this vow, the ascetic is expected to

be careful in walking, watchful in speech so as

to not give rise to quarrels or murders, and cautious in
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his whole daily conduct. He must be careful as to

the alms he receives that they can contam no hving
insects etc. (2) Asatya-tydga, never to indulge in

untruthfulness. The five hhdvands, or strengthening

clauses to this vow supply a remarkable psychological

analysis of the causes which lead to untruthfulness.

They condemn speech without dehberation, speech

in anger, speech when moved by avarice, or by feat,

and speech in fun. One should respect the vow of
truthfolness by always avoidmg jesting, greed, cowar-
dice and anger and by thinking before speaking.

(3) Asteyavrafa, never to steal. A monk must ask

permission of the owner before occupying any one’s

house
;
he must repeat such a request from time to time.

A junior monk must always show to his guru whatever

he has received in alms and then eat it after receiving

his permission. (4) Brahmackarya vrata, to remam chaste

always. A monk is enjoined not to talk about a

woman, or look at the form of a woman, or live in

the same building as a woman lives in. He must
not recall to mind the former amusement and
pleasure woman afforded him when he lived m the

world ;
nor must he eat or drink to excess, or partake

of too highly spiced dishes, (i) Aparigraha vrata^

never to have attachment for anything or any person.

^‘Renouncing liking for pleasant touch, taste, smell, form
or word, and for all the objects of the five senses,

renouncing hatred for unpleasant things, these are

the ways to maintain the vow of Aprigraha.”

Apart from the maintenance of these five great

vows, the discipline of the ascetic’s daily hfe is very

rigid. Getting up at about four o’clock, before

sunrise, he performs the daily srRnpirir which is a

form o confession of the sms of the past night, then ca-

rries out a daily search for any insect life that

may be sheltering in his clothing etc., and after that

attends to the list of his morning duties, which m-
clude preaching, begging for alms, auricular confession

to the Guru, study of the scriptures and meditation.
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There are innumerable rules that should be observed
when begging, and they differ from sect to sect but
all sects agree in only taking what may be reaso-
nably considered to be left over after the needs of the
household have been satisfied, and in refusing things
specially prepared for the ascetic. In the afternoon

IS performed ag^n and so the evening
which now is a confession of sins for the day.

The individual ascetic formed an integral part ofthe
Sangha, which was given by the Master a constitution

and a code of laws. During his own lifetime Mahavira
attracted a large number of disciples, both men and
women. He collected an excellent community of four-

teen thousand monks, thirty six thousand nuns, one
hundred and fifty mne thousand laymen and three

hundred and fifty-eight thousand lay women. At the

head of these were eleven Ganadharas or’chief disciples..

This was an important item in the organisation of the

Sangha. Mahavira had seen in the case of Gosala what
special temptations and dangers beset ascetics in their

wandering life. He had made the life of his own ascetics

fairly full. Unlike the Buddhist Sramanas^ who had a

lot of free time and were often guilty of indolence or

indulged m dissensions, disputes and strifes, Mahavira’s

Nirgrantha ascetics had plenty of work to do by way
of the practice of austerities, penances and fasts, besides

meditation and the daily routine of duties, to keep them

engaged. Anyhow, he insisted on his ascetics taking

life and its obhgations far more seriously than was the

case with the Buddhist sramanas. But he also resolved

to combat the degenerating tendencies inherent in all

monastic orders by a strong orgamsation and datailed

set of regulations, and above all, as we have mentioned

above, by orgamcally connecting it with the lay element

in society. This gave to the Jain Sangha “a roof m
India which the Buddhists never obtained, and that

roof firmly planted amongst the laity enabled Jainism

to withstand the storm that drove Buddhism out of

India.’’



The Sangha as well as the controlhng Ganadharasr
and their succeeding acharyas were not law-makera
3n any sense of the term. The fundamental truths

and the law were recogmsed to have been formally
and finally enunciated by Lord Mahavira. The
sangha had only to apply and expound his regulations,

and that was provided to be done by the general

assembly of all the monks resident in a particular

locality under the ultimate supervision of the Ganadha-
ra or Acharya. The procedure was likely to raise

an insuperable problem, such as faced Buddhism
itself when its band of disciples grew into a large

spiritual force preaching and begging ihroiighout all

India and even beyond it
; the problem was to effec-

tively administer the spiritual regency in a church-
government in which the centre of gravity lay within
the circumference, withm the small corps of bretheren

dwelling in the same circuit. The Jain Sangha also

rapidly grew, both in its numbers and in the area of
its activity. From Bihar its influence spread to Kalinga
and from there presumably to South India on one side

and to Mathura, Gujrat and the Punjab on the other.

Yet the spiritual regency of the Jinas has continued

to be admimstered right upto this day with an honesty,

a rigour, and a desire not to lose grip of the fundamen-
tal truths enunciated by the Master, which is wholly
unicfue in the annals of any religion with such long;

history. The anxiety to stick to the original doctrme
as closely as possible has enabled Jaimsm to weather
the storms that in India wrecked so many of the other

faiths. *‘The inflexible conservatism of the Jam co-

mmunity has probably been the chief cause of its sur-

vival during period of severe affliction ,
for there

can be little doubt that the most important doctrines

of the Jam religion have remained practically unaltered

smce the first great separation in the time of Bhadra-
bahu, about 300 B.C. And although a number of
less vital rules concermng the hfe and practices of the

monks and laymen, which we find recorded m the

holy scriptures, may have fallen into oblivion or disuse,.
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.there is no reason to doubt that the rehgous life of the

Jain community is now substantially the same as it was
two thousand years ago. It must be confessed from
t:his that an absolute refusal to admit changes has

i^been the strongest safeguard of the Jamas.”



ENUNCIATION OF THE TRUTH

Mahavira^ s Teachings.

The teachings of Mahavita have come down to>

us as a living tradition which grew up and took a

complete literary form through ten centuries from his

demise. The original doctrine was contained in the

Purvas of which there were fourteen, which Mahavira

himself taught to his disciples. The fourteen Purvas

were presumably preceded by the existence of tern

Purvas, which had embodied the rehgious traditions

of Parsva and which formed, as we are led to beheve

by a legend mentioned in the Bhagawait, a commom
basis of the Jain and A]ivaka canons. The knowledge
of the Purvas was gradually lost till it became
totally extinct. Only one of the Mahavira's disciples,

Arya Sudharma, handed them down, and they were
preserved during six generations more. In the se-

cond century after Mahavira's death there was a terri-

ble famine in the land of Magadha, which lasted for
twelve years. Bhadrabahu was tlien the head of
the Jain Sangha. There is a legend which connects

this Bhadrabahu with the Emperor Chandra Gupta
Maurya and says that owing to the famine Bhadrabmu
emigrated with a host of his disciples including Chan-
dragupta himself to Karnataka in South India. This
is clearly unwarranted by the chronology of the event.

When the famine took place, Bhadrabahu took re-

course to the neighbouring Nepal hiUs and there

started his sadhana. During the absence of Bhadra-
bahu It became evident that the knowledge of the

sacred texts was threatening to lapse into obhvion ;

and so a Council was called at Patahputra to compile
a recension of the canon. The Jam behef is that the

Tirthankara himself taught the Purvas to his disciples,

the Ganadharas, and the Ganadharas then composed
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the Angas. The Council peifotmed its task success-
fully, although there was great difficulty in the compi-
lation of the twelfth anga, the Drsttivada, which
is believed to have incorporated the fourteen Purvas
at the time when they ceased to exist independendy
of the Anga hterature. The difficulty was that
the head of the community in Magadha did not have
2, complete knowledge of the Purvas and so was not
:able to proceed with the business without the guidance
from a distance of Bhadrabahu himself.

It may be mentioned that the famous Hathigu-
mpha mscription of Kharavela furnishes a confirmation

-of the Jain tradition regardmg the Council of Patali-

putra and the compilation of a recension of Angas
‘‘m sixty-four sections,” “It is not by accident that

the knowledge of the Purvas” says Jacobi, “is said to

have commenced to fade away at the same time when
the Angas were collected by the Sangha of Patahputra.”

The loss of the Purvas and later on of the Drspvada
was due largely to the rise of other books on their

basis. The very name Purva (which means the former,

the earher) testifies to the fact that they were super-

seded by a new canon. It may be inferred that the

Purvas were, like the Upanishads, a heterogenous

type of literature presenting a wide diversity of some-

times matuahy conflicting views, and therefore ex-

tremely difficult to master. Jacobi is of the opinion

that they were devoted to the description of contro-

versies held between Mahavira and rival teachers. It

is true that the Drsrivada, which is said to have

included the fourteen Purvas, dealt chiefly with the

drstis or philosophical opinions of the Jams and

other sects. The title which is added to the name of

each Purva, would seem to support this view. When
the opponents of Mahavira died and the sects headed

by them became extinct, the controversies related in the

Purvas evidendy lost their interest and ceased to be

of any practical significance. That reason may have

been partly responsible for their neglect.
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The Angas came in the course of time to be known
and acknowledged as the only authoritative sacred

books of Jainism. They were expressly referred to

in the Sutrakrtanga as the ‘‘Canon of the Jinas,

which has been taught, produced and declared by the

Sramanas, the Nirgranthas.’* The Digambaras, how-
ever, refuse to recognise the authenticity of the Angas.
After the famine and the Council of Pataliputra which
had compiled the recension of the Angas, the adherents

of Bhadrabahu returned to Magadha but refused to

consider the compilation satisfactory and so declared

that die Purvas and the Angas had been irrecoverably

lost. This became the basis of the belief of the Digam-
baras who hold that what exists as the Siddhanta is

not in Its original form at all. Such contention does not
appear to be well grounded on the facts of history,

although It IS undoubtedly true that the works of
siddhanta are the product of a process of compilation

which extended over a long penod of at least one
thousand years. After compiladon by the Council of
Pataliputra the Canon fell into a state of great disorder

again and was on the verge of bemg lost, when
it was ultimately reduced to writing at the Council
of Valabhi under die presidency of Devarddhi Ganin
in 5th century A.D. Daring the period between the

two councils, that is to say between the Council of
Pataliputra in die 4th century B.C. and the Council

of Valabln in the 5th Century A.D., written copies

of the siddhanta were not easily extant. Some privately

owned copies must have existed, but it is certain that

the teachers made no use of written books when
teaching the siddhanta to novices, as they undo-
ubtedly began to do afterwards. What the Council

of Valabhi presumably did was to issue a large

edition of the siddhanta so as to provide every
teacher with copies of the sacred books. This
edition of course was merely a redaction of the

sacred books which existed already. But in the

course of ages, passages must have crept into the text

at any time and additions must have been made to the
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several books, as is clear from the variety of language
forms in which different parts of the canon are written.
Arguing from the language of the composition, Jacobi
is of the opimon that “the first book of the Acharanga
and that of the Sutrakrtanga sutra may be reckoned
among the most ancient parts of the Siddhanta” The
earliest portions of the Canon do undoubtedly belong
to the period of the first disciples of Mahavira lumsel^
while the latest portions would presumably be nearer
the time of Devardhi Ganin.

Notwithstanding occasional later accretions,

however, the text of the Angas and of some at least

of the \Jpdngas offer a subtantially correct description

of the state of soaety, rehgion and thought in which
Mahavira performed his Sadhana and attained omni-
science and of the teachings of the Lord himself.

View of the world.

Like Buddha, Lord Mahavira presented a gloomy
picture of the world. “The (living) world is afflicted

miserable, difficult to instruct and without discrimi-

nation.”

Thus begms the second lecture of the first book of

Acharanga “Quality is the seat of the root, and the seat

of the root is quahty. He who longs for the quahties,

is overcome by great pains, and he is careless. (For

he thinks) I have to provide for a mother, for a father,

for a sister, for a wife, for sons, for daughters, for a

daughter-in-law, for my friends, for near and remote

relations, for my acquaintances, for different kinds of

property, profit, meals and clothes. Longmg for

these objects, people are careless, suffer day and night,

work in the right and the wrong time, desire wedth

and treasures, commit injuries and violent acts, direct

the mind, again and agam, upon those injurious things

(described in the first lecture). (Doing so) the life

of some mortals (which by destiny would have

2. o o ^ 1^
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been long) is shottened. For when with the deteriora-

tion of the perceptions of the ear, eye, organs of

smelling, tasting, touching, a man becomes aware of

decline of life, they (i.e., those failing perceptions)

after a time produce dotage. Or his kinsmen with

whom he lives together will, after a time, first grumble

at him and he will afterwards grumble at tliem. He
is not fit for hilarity, playing, pleasure, show. There-

fore, ah! proceeding to pilgrimage, and thinking that

the present moment is favourable (for such intentions),

he should be steadfast and not, even for an hour, care-

lessly conduct himself. His youth, his age, his hfe

fade away.

man who carelessly conducts himself, who
killing, cutting, stiiking, destroying, chasing away,

frightemng (hving beings) resolves to do what has

not been done (by any one)—him his relations with
whom he lived together, will first cherish, and he
will afterwards cherish them. But they camiot help

thee or protect thee nor canst tliou help them or
protect them.

“Or he heaps up treasures for the benefit of some
spendthrifts, by pinching himself. Then afier a time
he falls m sickness ; those with whom he fives together

will first leave him and he will afterwards leave them.
They cannot hflp thee or protect thee, nor canst thou
help them or protect them,”

In bold relief against this gloomy view of the

Samsdra^ there is presented the blight prospect of
religious life as lived and taught by Lord Mahavira,
Mahavira developed a systematic exposition of Krtjd-

vdda or Karmavdda which he clearly distingusihed from

0) the Akriydvada of Gosala, who was essentially a
fatalist^ (2) Ajmnavdda or agnosticism of Sanjaya, and

(3) the Vinajavada of the average ascetic, who belives

that the goal of religious fife is realised by conforma-
tion to the rules of discipline. He also distinguished it

from the other brands of Krijavada^ by defining his own
5
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«eed as follows. ‘‘The painful condition of the self
is brought about by one’s own action, it is not brought
about by any other cause (fate, creator, chance or the
like)’’ ‘‘Individually a man is born, individually he
^es, individually he falls (from this state of existence),

individually he rises (to another). His passions, con-
sciousness, intellect, perceptions and impressions
belong to the individual exclusively. Here, indeed,
the bonds of relationship are not able to help or save
one.” “All living beings owe their present form of
existence to their own Karman ; timid, wicked, suflFenng

latent misery, they err about (in the circle of births),

subject to birth, old age and death ” Mahavira decla-

red that there are as many souls as living individuals,

and that karman consists of acts, intendonH or unmten-
tional, that produce effects on the nature of the soul.

The soul is not passive in the sense that it remains
untouched or unaffected by what a person does for the

sake of some interests. It is susceptible to the influences

of Yiarma and it possesses the capacity to actively

annihilate Karma. By the practice of austerities and
penances the jiva can wear out and ultimately destroy

the effects of sinful karma committed in former exis-

tences and by the practice of far-reaching self-restraint

it can free itself from the production of new karmas.

The result of this freedom from the bondage ofKarma
will be a non-g idmg of the self in the course of samsara

in future, and the attainment of the eternal and blissful

condition of the soul in its perfection.

This condition of the soul is realisable in this very

existence and solely by human efforts, if rightly directed.

The life of the Master stood for aU his disciples as

a living example of such realisation. The development

and manifestation of supreme personality, such as was

attained by Lord Mahavira himself, was the visible

fruition of religious effort and self-discipline ;
and this

self-discipline was set out and preached by him for the

adoption of all persons, male or female, irrespective of

any class or caste distinctions.
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Vundamentai Truths :

But, said Mahavira, there is no right conduct with-

out right knowledge and no right knowledge without

the right belief. It is therefore, desirable to first

explain the fundamental ideas of Jain Philosophy.

The foundation of true metaphysics, according to

Jainism, consists of nine categories ]tva^ Ajiva^ Punya^

Papi^ Asravdy Samvara^ bandha^ turjara, and Moksha,
Sometimes the number of categories is reduced to seven

by including two of them, puny^i and papa^ under
other heads.

Jiva or soul, according to Jam mataphysics, is

a substance, its chief characteristic being Chaitanya

j(consciousness)
; but as a substance it is absolute and

permanent, unlike the Buddhist belief. The Jain idea

of the Jim differs from the Brahmamc idea, m so far

as It IS thejwa which is believed to suffer and enjoy the

fruit of Its deeds and which, in consequence of the

karma it has acquired, is believed to go through the

succession of rebirths and fiually, obtaining freedom
through the destruction of its karmas, to soar upwards
to moksha. “It performs different kinds of acdons,
it reaps the fruit of those actions, it circles round re-

turning again
;
these and none other are the character-

istics of the soul.” The soul in its pure state is

possessed of infinite percepdon infinite

knowledge infinite bliss and infi-

nite power (3TT'=T^'t f). It is all perfect. Ordinarily

however, with the exception of a few released pure
souls ((<!?) all the other jivas have aU their

purity and power covered with a veil of karmic
mitter wuich has been accumulating m them from be-

ginningless time. A^iva is in all respects the opposite
of //w. It means things inanimate, matter. Karmi is

ajiifa, which comes into contact with the jiva and be-

dims Its power
; but the union of jiva with ajiva can

never be so complete as to make their separation impo-
ss^ible. Tne jiva is a substance (3 sir) in the sense that
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it occupies a space-point m our mundane* i^otld, Ms
a limited size and is not all-pervasive; it is calledywtfj/;-

the word asUkdya meaning anything that occu-
pies space or has some pervasiveness. But ^tjiva is

not matter, for it has consciousness which matter
cannot have. Of thejiva the Jains have made a fivefold

classification according to the number of senses it

possesses. The .jtva possesses only one sense,,

the sense of touch, but has four touch,
body, the power of exhaling and inhaling, and the
alloted term of life. Water, fire, wind, and all

vegetable is supposed to have ]tvas. The
jiva possesses two senses, the sense of taste

and the sense of touch, and has six sriw, taste and
speech in addition to the four arq’ of the

jiva. Such jivas are in worms, leeches, earth-worms,

etc. The jiva similarly possesses three senses,

the sense of smell in addition to those of taste and
touch and seven Jjq, examples of such being ants,

bugs, moths etc. The jiva possesses four

senses”, of touch, taste, smeU and sight and eight srrq,

the category including such beings as wasps, scorpions,

mosquitoes, gnats, flies, locusts and butterflies. The
Jiva possesses aU five senses, of hearmg, taste,

touch, smell and sight and includes human beings as

well as ammals, besides hell-beings and demigods.

But all these classes ofjiva are to be clearly distinguished

from Ajiva which is classified into and

division is or matter, which possesses colour,

smell, taste and form and is perceptible to touch, Its

division is further subdivided into

which helps the jiva associated with PacJgla to

progress, which keeps it motionless,

which gives it space and which

gives It a continuity of changes.

As was said above, it is the umon ofjiva with matter

which causes and constitutes samsara. The form of

this union is determined by the force of 'Kama. Kama
is a substantive force, a sort of infra-atomic particlds
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•of matter, which have the peculiar property of deve»

loping the effects of merit. Karma acts in such a way
that every change which takes place leaves a mark
which is retained and built into the organism to serve

as the foundation for future action. Pmya is the name
of those actions which lead to the good karma, which
in its turn is productive of peace of mind

;
Papa is jus^

the opposite of Punya may be laid up in the follow-

ing nine ways ; by giving food to deserving people who
are hungry, weak, destitute of help and needy

by_ giving water to the thirsty ('Ti^'nT ); by giving

residence, by giving sleeping accommodation, by giving

clothes, by thinking well of every one and wishing them
well (?T^) ; by exerting ourselves to render service to

others or to save life ; by speaking sweetly and so as

to influence others towards religion and morahty
and by reverent salutations Papa may be earned

in eighteen ways; by destroying hfe (sTmifaqra) by speak-

ing untruthfully by acting dishonestly

by unchaste conduct
( ); by excessive love of

one's own possessions ( ); by getting angry with-

out a cause ( ); by conceited behaviour ( );

by intrigue or cheating
( ; by avarice

by over-fondness
( )

for a person or a thing; by
hatred or envy ( i'r ) ; by quarrelsomeness ( ) ; by
slander of others (sr^rr^nr); by teUing stories to discre-

dit any one
; by continually thinking of other's

faults ; by excessive attachment to temporal
and transitory objects of affection

( ) ; by hypo-
crisy (qrqriTqT)

;
and by false faith It is need-

less to labour the pomt that such detailed analysis

of the acts of ment and dement entitles Jamism to be
considered as primanly an ethical philosophy.

Karma, the accumulated result of action, is one of
tfle central [ideas of Jain Philosohphy, and A.srava deals

vdth the way in which karma is acquired by the human
soul. There are forty-two chief channels of
A.srav^ through which karma affects a jiva\ qf
-these ^eyenteen are -regarded as major—the five
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senses, the four kashayas i.e., anger, conceit, intrigue'
and avarice, the five or omission to take the
vows, and the three yogas, that is to say entanglement'
with a matenal object of the mind, speech and body^
But there is a distinction between the channels and the
Karmas which actually enter through these channels,,
the distinction is represented by two terms Bhdvdsrava-
and Karmdsrava. Bhdvdsrava means the thought activi-

ties of the soul through which or on account of which
the Karma particles affect the soul

; hhdidsrava is that
kind of change in the soul which enables the karma to-

affect the soul while karmdsrava is the actual movement
of contiguous karma matter towards the soul. Bhdvd-

srava IS of five kinds, namely (delusion),

(want of control), (inadvertence), Jfin (activities-

of body, mind and speech) and (passions)..

Karmdstava, which means the actual movement of'

matter towards the soul, affects the soul in eight

different ways jt

and all of which have been explained iiiv

another connecdon before.

Opposed to Asrava is Samvara^ which means the arr-

est of the inflow of karmas into the soul. The subject

is of supreme importance in so far as it implies a disci-

pline which eveiy individual is expected to practise

in his own life. There are fifty-seven ways

of impeding karmas
;
the five samttts consisting of the

use of trodden tracks in order to avoid injury to insects

(lui^fnfcr), gentle and holy talk (^rrai^fo), care in eating

(qquT'o), cleanhness (au^Ro) and the careful disposal

of rubbish and refuse ;
the three gupUs or

restraints of body, speech and mind ;
the twenty-two

parishahas or endurance of hardships of hunger, thirsty

cold, heat, cloth, lodgmg etc., ten duties (^*i)

particularly incumbent upon monks, like forgiveness,

humility, straightforwardness, freedem freni greed,

fasting, control of mind, body and speech, truth,

cleanliness, nonattachment, chastity ;
five Clariira

or rules of conduct, twelve hhdvands or reflections
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about the transient character of the worldjj^ about our

helplessness without the truth, about the cycles of

world-existence, about our own responsibilities for

our good and bad actions, about the difference between

the soul and the non-soul ;
about the uncleanliness

of our body and all that is associated with it, about

the influx of karmas and its stoppage and the destruc-

tion of those karmas which have already entered the

soul, about soul, matter and the substance of the uni-

verse, about the difficulty of attaining true knowledge,

faith and conduct, and about the essential principles

of the world. Corresponding to the two modes of

inrush of karmas there are two kinds of control of
the inrush of karma mto the soul, 'bhavasamvara means
thought modifications with a view to stop the inflow

of karmas and Karmasamvara or dravjasawvara means the

actual stoppage of the inflow of karma.

Batidha is the name of the stage after Kamasravd
as nitjard is the name of the stage after Biarmasanivara.

Bandha means the bondage of the soul by the karma,
that IS to say, subjection of soul to the laws of birth

and death, old age and decay, pleasure and pain and
other vicissitudes of life brought about by the effect

of karma. The Jain view is that we are, by our actions

of mind, speech and body, continually producing subtle

karma matter, which m the first instance is called

hhdvakarma and later on transforms itself into dravya-

karma^ thus pouring into the soul and sticking there by
coming into contact with the passions of the souL
The process of generation of Karma and its pouring
into and sticking to the soul has been analysed mto
four stages, which can be clearly distinguished from
each other but not described m the spoken language
with sufficient lucidity, bhdvdsrava, karmdsrava^ hhdva-

handha and karmabandha. Accordmg as good or bad
karma matter sticks to the soul, the soul gets coloured
respectively golden, lotus-pink, white, black, blue
and gtey

; these are known as Like dsiavdy
bandhoy karma etc., %^tris also have been considered
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in two fori^s* as hhdvak^yd i.e., the feelings generated
by the accumulation of the karma matter, and the
iravya-kiyd i.e.* the actual coloration of the soul by it.

Bandha or bondage of the soul by the karma is of four
kinds according to its nature (sTffcT), duration tr),

essence and content (stI5i). Man’s passions
are responsible for the nature and duration of Karma
and intensity and mass of Karma is largely determined
by his exertion.

After the effect (r^'TRi) of a particular karma matter
has been once produced, it is discharged and purgd
off the soul. The process of purging off of the karma
is called Nirjard. Nirjard also is of two kmds, bhd-

vanirjard^ i.e., the change in the soul by virtue of which
the karma particles are destroyed, and dravya-nirjard

i.e., the actual destruction of the karma particles. Des-
truction of the karma is automatic after the reaping

of its effects but is possible by proper exertion

even befom its time of fruition The best

way IS by burmng up karma m the glow of austerities

These austerities are of two kmds, exterior

or bodily and interior or spiritual. The six exterior

austerities are 3R5i^ (fastmg), (graduated decrease

of the quantity of food), (beggmg),

(givmg up damty foods), ^ (mortiffcation of the

flesh), and (avoidance of temptation by control

of hmbs etc.); and the six interior austerities include

(confession), (reverence and humility),

(service), ^eqjq- (study), sqi^ (Meditation), and

(showing and feeling absolute indifference to

the body and its needs).

When the soul is freed from all bondage to Karma,

it gets released from the circle of births. It then

attains Moksha or complete dehverance.. It becomes

a siddha or a perfect soul, there is no returning ag^in

to a woddly state. The stddha has been denned as

a being “without caste, unaffected by smell, without

iihe sense of taste, without feeling, without form, with-
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hnnf^ci without pain, without sorrow, without

Sy without bitth, without old age, without clc?t

Ikhout body, without karma, enjoying an

and^ unbroken calm.” The attainment of Suklhahnod

IS by no means restricted to Jam asccUcs. u is cqu.%

possible for householders of eminent holiness

fe)and even for non-Jains who live

life (ar-ql^i^). Jain ascetics obtaining

be known It has sometimes been debated

whether moksha is a place situated some^Oicic in the

Universe or merely a state or condition of freedom. In

tlie JHokshd state the soul has absolute ktiov ledge

and absolute perception so that it knows all things

simultaneously : it also has infinite cnppcity or power

for tight action so that karma ern never

subdue this freedom and absolute blr^s

System oj Ethics.

From the foregoing analysis of the fundanicru:-!

truths of Jaimsm, it will be clear that jainism may
fairly be regarded as a system of cliucs rather th-^n \
religion. Its extremely severe pr.aciical disnpiinc is

a special feature of Jainism. Not only for tlu auxtic
but also for the householder docs Jainism prescribe
a highly rigorous discipline. Like many oihcr Indian
doctrines, it emphasises enlightenment and conduct,
but to these it adds faith, and so insists upon rgdit
f^th, right knowledge and right conduct "'as
me three precious principles (q'Ji^c™) of life.
Right conduct includes the five vows, which have been
mentioned before,-viz.,sirg?tT,

along list of items of scif-conttol and self-restraint.
Ptactically each one of these votes was enjoined inome form ot odter by otltet faiths also but*ey were quite distinctively interpteted by lainism

p mdethe whole code of conduct is peculiarlv NmAims, has been understood to comprehend '.Llrm
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thought, by -word or act It is important to add that
it has not been explained merely as a negative principle,
it has been taken to mean the rendering ol active
service to others, for we shall be really injuring a person
when we can help him but 'do not The social
or objective side of ethics is not ignored; but in
so far as the final aim of Jainism is the development
of one’s personality, it emphasises the individualistic

aspect

Purification of the mind is insisted upon as the

starting point of all ethical life. No kind of asceticism

can be of any good until the mind is purified, for with
purification of the mind is the removal of attachment
(tfi) and antipathy (itt) really possible Purification of
the mind is achieved by continuous meditation and
constant self-controL During his Sddhaka life hlahavira

devoted himself intently to meditation and the

practice of the ten dkarmas including (self-control

or control of the senses),^ (truthfulness), (purity),

(chastity), (absolute want of greed), ci’t

(asceticism), £?nTT ( forbearance and patience ),

(mildness) (sincerity), and (riecdom or

emancipation from all sins). It was by that means

that he ultimately obtained enlightenment and true self-

knowledge. (or the capacity to look on all

beings with equality) and (or meditation) are

interdependent ; there can be no without

samatva, nor can there be samatva. without d^Qar.a.

The Jain dhjdna consists in the concentration of the

mmd on the syllables of the prayer phrases, and is

enjoined to be practised as an aid to making the mind

steady and perfectly equal and undisturbed towards

all things. Further aids to making the mind steady

have been mentioned in the Jain texts. They comprehend
(universal friendship), (the habit of emphasi-

sing the good sides of men), (umversal compas-

sion) and (indifierence to the wickedness of

people., i.e., the habit of- not taking any note of

sinners).
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Jain texts give a very close description of the sys-

tern of ethics in their analysis of and Unlike

Hinduism, Jainism has correlated ethical teaching with its

metaphysical system. The four most important sins

are the ka^djaSy anger, conceit, intrigue and greed. They
are sister sins, that is to say, a person committing one

of them invariably goes to the commission of others^

Krod/ia or anger has been stressed first, for it is the source

of all sin ;
then there is mdna or conceit, mdjd or cheating

and lohha or avarice. Jainism argues that the length

of time a sin is indulged in affects the nature of the sm.

The worst degree to which any of these four sins may
be indulged m is called Anantanuhandht when the sin is

cherished as long as life lasts ;
while under the sway of

sin to this degree it is impossible for a man to grasp

any ideas of reUgion or to give his mind to study. The
next, i.e., Apratydkhydna degree is when the sin, though
nursed for a year, is confessed at the great annual

confession. It would be Vratydkhydna when the sin

is confessed and given up at the caturmdsi or the four-

monthly confession. Under the influence of these

degrees of sms a man might possess an intellectual grasp

of rehgious prmciplts, but cannot possibly carry them
out into his daily life, for he cannot really give up attach-

ment to the world. The least harmful of the degrees

of sins IS sanjvalanay when they are renounced at the

evemng confession. The matter has been brought
home to the disciple by means of a number of parables.

In the case of anger the least harmful degree has been
likened to a line drawn on water which soon j>asses

away
; the next to one drawn m the dust, which is

stamped out and effected in a day, the third to a crack
in the dned mud at the bottom of an empty village

-

tank which wfll not disappear till the yearly rains fill

the tank and cover it, and the worst of all to a fissure in a
mountain side, which will remamtiU the end ofdie world.
In the case of Maya or deceit, which leads to crooked-
ness, the last degree can be straightened as one can strai-

,

ghten a bamboo cane; the second degree has been hkened
to the crooked track of moisture left m the dust by the
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<lnpping from the water carrier’s leather bucket; the third
degree to a ram’s horn ; and tlie worst degree to the
knot in the root of a bamboo, the crookedest thing
m the world. The result of any of these four sms, if

indulged in the worst degree, is to condemn a man to
rebirth in hell

; the next worst forces him in his next
life to become a bird or a beast, or an insect

;
it is only

the less harmful degrees which would enable him to be
reborn a man or a god ; and in order to become a
sidc^a one must completely renounce all wrath, conceit,

intiigue and greed.

It is important to point out that not only wrath,
conceit, intrigue, greed, attachment and enmity are

sins in the Jain view, but also such personal character-

istics as qurrelsomeness, slander, the tellmg of stories

to discredit others, undue fault-findmg, excessive attach-

ment to worldy objects of aflPecdon, hypocrisy and

false faith. The hst is a comprehensive one, and
when one remembers that the Lord enjoined upon
every Jain, asctic or householder, to make a daily

confession of these sms, one cannot help being impressed

by the significantly ethical character of the whole system.

Jain ethics is not simply negative as some critics have

been often inclined to pomt out. The chapter on
gives a hst of positive social duties, the performance

of which is regarded as bringing peace of mind to the

mdividual. These duties are the giving of food to the

hungry, the weak and the needy, the giving of water

to me thirsty, the givmg of clothes to the destitute,

the givmg of shelter and lodgmg to the homeless. By

thinMng well of every one and by exerting ourselves

to render them services also we accumulate 'merit.

Sweet and fruitful speech, reverential behaviour and

generally amiable disposition are among the other acts

of Pw^a. AH these are virtues which are the only

firm basis of a truly civic and socially useful life }

V and even Mrs. Stevenson admits “not ,
in vam are

practical ethics wedded to philosophical speculation” in

Jainism.
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Jain Atheism

It is sometimes said that Jaimsm is atheistic HfcIV)

If nasfika means an nnbeliever in a hfe beyond, i.e.^

^*one who does not believe in a surviving self,” then

Surely Jaimsm is not at all nastika. If nasUka means

one who repudiates the authority of the Veda, then

Jainism is ceraanly nasitka. If nasttka means one who
does not believe in God, then a categorical answer is

not possible to make, for although Jainism does not

believe in a creative God, it does believe in godhead,

Jamism dehberately rejects the conception of a supreme

personahty responsible for the creation of the world.

The Nyaya philosopher says that the world is of the

nature of an effect and that it must have been created

by an intelligent agent, the agent being God (?^);
but the argument is conclusively controverted by the

Jain. (1) The cause of an effect need not necessarily be
intelligent, and if God who is regarded as the cause of
the creation be regarded as intelhgent on the analogy of
human causation, then he must be admitted to be imper-
fect like human beings. (2) Also God must be admitted
to have a body, for we have never seen any intelhgent

creator without a body. (3) Even if it is admitted for

the sake of argument that a bodiless God can create the

world by his will and activity, did he take to creation

through a personal whim and give high status to some
and poverty to others quite arbitrarily ? If the creation

took place simply through his own nature, then what
is the good of admitting him at all ? Professor Das-
•gupta sums up 'the rest of the argument like tins :

“Assuming for the sake of argument that God
exists you could never justify the adjectives with which
you wish to qualify lum. Thus you say that he is

eternal. . But since he has no body, he must be of the
nature of intelligence and will. But this nature must
have changed in diverse forms for the production of
diverse kinds of worldly thmgs which are of so varied
a nature. If there were no change in his knowledge
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and will then thete could not have been diverse kinds
of creation and destruction. Destruction and creation
cannot be 'the result of one unchangeable will and
knowledge. Moreover, it is the character of knowledge
to change, if the word is used in the sense in which
knowledge is applied to human beings, and surely we
are not aware of any other kind of knowledge. You
say that God is ommscient but it is difficult to suppose
Jiow he can have any knowledge at all, for as he has no
organs he cannot have any perception, and since he
cannot have any perception, he cannot have any
inference either. If it is said that without the supposi-
tion of a God the variety of the world would be inex-

phcable, this also is not true for this imphcation
would only be justified if there were no other hypo-
thesis left. But there are other suppositions also.

Even without an ominiscient God you could explain

all things merely by the doctrine of moral order or

the law of Karma^

Jainism rejects the conception of creative diidnity

as self-discrepant. Its behef is that there is no God and

that the world was never created. In this view the

Jam is ciiriously enough m agreement with the Miman-
saka, the upholder of strict orthodoxy. But as we
mentioned above, although Jainism does not believe

in a creative God, it does believe in godhead. The-

istic systems are generally anthropomorphic, they bring

down God to the level of man. Jaimsm, on the other

hand, looks upon man himself as God when his inherent

powers are ffiUy in blossom. Every liberated soul

is divine, God in Jain theory being only another word

for the soul at its best. In rejecting God who is so

by his own right and with it also the belief that salvation

may be attained through his mercy. Jainism recognises

that Varma by itself and without the intervention of

any divine power is adequate to explain the whole

world of experience and thus impress on the individual

his complete responsibility for what he does. “J^"
ism more than any other creed gives absolute rehgious
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independence and freedom to man. Nothing can inter-

vene between the actions which we do and the fruits

thereof. Once done they become our masters and must
fructify.”

God in Jainism is the ideal man, that is to say,

the ideal of man ; there is a way to achieve it and that

is the Jain etliical way. Others have strivenm that way
. and achieved it in the past, and their example is a con-

stant mspiration to us. ‘‘Such an ideal carries with

it all necessary hope and encouragement, for what man
has done, man can do.”



PROPAGATION OF THE DOCTRINE

The last thirty years of his life Mahavira spent in
the propagation of his doctrine. He travelled through
many parts of India, preaching and converting people
to his faith, stopping as before for the four months
of the rainy- season at one place. It is possible to re-

construct a complete account of his travels from the
names of the places where he passed his rainy seasons,

mentioned in the Jam texts.

Conversion of the Ganadharas

The Lord attained^the Kevala-jmna while sitting

in meditation under a Sdla tree in the field of the house-

holder Samaga outside the town Jrimbhikagrama.

Immediately on the attainment of Kevalajndna^ there

is a Jain tradition, the Thirthanhara holds a public

conference in Samavasarana and preaches the doctrine,

making converts. But Mahavira made no converts

in his first public audience. This in Svetambara Jam
texts is regraded as having been a very “unusual occur-

rence” Probably the reason was because

the public was not available at the spot to listen to his

preaching. The Digambara tradition does not admit

the holding of the first samavasarana in the field of

Samaga immediately on the attainment of Kevala-jmna,

Knowing that a big Yajtia had been organised by a

Brahman Somilacharya at a place at some distance from

Jrimbhikagrama, he moved on to that place and held

his second public audience there. He explained his

own doctrine of the Jiva, Karma, Asrava, Bandha,

Nirjara and Moksha and then went on to say that “four

things of paramount value are difficult to obtain here

by a living being ;
human birth, instruction in the Law,

behef in it and energy in self-control. The Universe
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is peopled by manifold creatures, who are, in this

samsdra^ born in different famihes and castes for having

done various actions. Sometimes they go to the world

of gods, sometimes to the hells, sometimes they become
Kshattriyas, or Chandalas or Bukkasas, or worms and
moths, or (insects called) Kunthu and ants. Thus
living beings of sinful actions, who ate bom agam and
again in ever-recurring births, are not disgusted with

the samsdra^ but they are like warriors (never tired of the

battle of life). Living beings bewildered through the

influence of their actions, distressed and suffermg pains,

undergo misery in non-human births. But by the

cessation of Karman, perchance, livmg bemgs will

reach in due time a pure state and be born as men.
And though they be born with a human body it will

be difficult for them to hear the Law, having heard

which they will do penances, combat their passions and
abstain from killmg living beings. And though, by
chance, tliey may hear the Law, it will be difficult for

diem to believe in it ; many who are shown the right

way, stray from it. And though they have heard the

Law and believe m it, it is difficult for them to fulfil

it strenuously
; many who approve of the religion,

do not adopt it. Having been born as a man, having
heard the law, believing in it, and fulfilling it strenuously,

an ascetic should restrain himselfand shake off sinfulness.

The pious obtain purity, and the pure stand firmly in

the Law
;

(the soul ^terwards) reaches the highest

Nirvana, being like unto a fire fed with ghee.” Maha-
vira’s fame as an omniscient seer began to spread fast

and widely; and among others, eleven of the learned

Brahmana teachers, who had come with a band of
disciples to participate m the Yajna^ felt persuaded ta
visit lum.

The visit and conversion of these eleven Brahmana
teachers has been described in some detail by the Jain
texts, both Svctambara and Digambara. The Digam-
bara accounts mention that Indrabhuti, who had become
a very learned pandit and grown extremely vain of his

6
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learning, was once questioned by an old man and asked
to explam the meaning of a verse. The verse had been
repeated to him by Mahavira, who had immediately
afterwards become so lost m meditadon that he did not
get an explanaUon of it from the saint. It contamed
references to kala and dravja^ paticdstikdya dravya
and hsyd, not one of which terms did Gautama Indra-
bhuti really understand. Nor, being a true scholar,
could he pretend to have a knowledge which he did
not possess. So he sought out Mahavira for an expla-
nation. In the presence of the great ascetic all his pdde
fell from him and he became a pupil of Mahavira along
with his band of disciples and learned brothers. The
Svetambara account ascribes the meetmg between
Mahavira and Gautama Indrabhuti and others to

a denunciation on the part of Mahavira of the animal
sacrifice at which they were assisting. They were na-

turally much enraged at his audacity and came forward
to oppose him and expose the falseness of his teaching

;

but when they listened to Mahavira’s discourses am
heard the gentle and thoughtful answers he gave to

all questioners, they became convinced of the truth

of his way, decided to cast in their lot with his and
became his chief disciples or Ganadharas, Under these

Ganadharas were placed all the monks of the Order.

‘‘Why has it been said that the venerable Ascetic

Mahavira had nine Ganas but eleven Ganadharas ?

The oldest monk of the Venerable Ascetic Mahavira

was Indrabhuti of the Gautama gotra, who instructed

:five hundred sramanas ; the middle aged monk was

Agnibhuti of the C^utama gotra, who instructed five

hundred sramanas ;
the youngest was Vayubhuti of

the Gautama gotra, who instructed five hundred sra-

manas. The Sthavira Arya-Vyakta of the Bhh:a-

dwaja gotra instructed five hundred hamanas-, the

Sthavira Arya-Sudharman of the Agnivaisyayana gotra

instructed five hundred sramanas ; the Sthavira Man(h-

kaputra of theV^isthagotra instructed two hundred

and fifty sramanas \ the Sthavira Mauryaputra of the
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Kashyapagotra instructed two hundred and fifty ^ra-

majias ;
the Sthavira Akampita of the Gautama gotra

and Sthavira Achalabhrata of the Haritayana gotra,

both Sthaviras instructed together three hundred Ira-

manas each
;
the Sthaviras Metarya and Prabhasa, both

of the Kaundinyagotra, instructed together three

bundled iramanas each. Therefore it has been said

that the venerable Ascetic Mahavira had nine Ganas
but eleven Ganadharas.” (Kalpasutra, pp. 286-7).

These conversions gave to Mahavira a respectable

community of 4,411 sramanas. It is presumable that

at this place not only sramanas but also lay disaples

joined Mihavira's order, in Jain texts there are references

to the Lord having established a commumty of four

orders i.e., monks, nuns, laymen and layv’’omen

at the same time. We have already mentioned that,

unlike Parsva, who seems to have grouped all the lay-

men and similarly laywomen together, Mahavira made
^ clear distinction between ordmary laymen who merely
expressed their sympathy witli tlie Jain' doctrme and
faith as Jains and the body of laymen who
took a special type of diksd and who clearly undertook
to observe the twelve lay vows. As IMrs. Stevenson
has said, the genius for organisation which Mahavira
possessed is shown in nothing more clearly than m the

formation of this and the order of laywomen 55nT<iftTTf?rw.

These two organisations gave the Jaina a toot in India
that the Buddhists and, one might add, the other systems
pf parivrdjaka orders, never obtained, and that root
firmly planted amongst the laity

^
enabled Jainism to

withstand the storm that drove Buddhism out of India.

Influence at Kojal Courts :

Magadha : From the scene pf Somilac^a’s
yqjna Mahavira .proceeded to Rajgriha, die old capital
of Magadha, where ^Srenika (Bimbisara) was the ruhng
monarch. As we have stated before, Mahavira was a
Jfdtrka from his father’s _,side, but his mother was
sister to Cetaka, the kmg of Vaisali, who belonged to
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the Licchavi sect of the Kshattriyas. Cefaka had seven,
daughters, out of whom one preferred to be a nun
and the other six were married in one or the other
royal family of Eastern India. Sicnika, the ruler of
^agadha, was the husband of the youngest of these
princesses, Cellana, who became a lay follower of
Mahavira of the Sramanopasak variety. It is possible

that there had been some connection between Magadha
and the Jam Church of the age previous to that of
Mahavira. The Jain text \Jtiai adhyajana mentions two
^arly kings of Rajgriha named Samudravijaya and
his son Jaya ;

of these Jaya, the eleventh cakravarim^

'‘Together with thousands of kings, renouncing the

world, practised self-restraint and reached perfection

which has been taught by the Jinas.” But during the

rule of the Saisunagas, right from the beginning there

undoubtedly existed strong personal connections be-

tween Mahavira and the Magadha rulers. As many
as fourteen rainy seasons are iccorded to have been
spent by Mahavira at Rajgriha, during the peiiod

of his preparation and after his attainment of the Kevah j

and It IS certain that at least during the later period he
repaiied to the city “not merely as an independent prea-

cher but as one who had the State behind him to

directly patromse and sympathise with him in his great

mission.”

Vtdeha : As with the rulers of Magadha, so with

the other ruling houses in Eastern India, Mahavira
had personal connections ; and these connections must
have inevitably helped him to gain followers for

his order. From Rajgriha, where he gained numerous
followers, both monks and laymen, including the prin-

ces Megha Kumar, Abhaya Kumar and others, the Lord

proceeded towards Videha country. The capital of

Videha was Mithila, which is identified by some scho-

lars with the small town of Janakapura just within the

Nepal border. The Videhans seem to have been an

adventurous people, scattered as far as Vaisah itself,

Mahavira’s mother, who was a "princess of Vaisah is
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Spoken of in the Jain texts as Videhadatta ;
and there

is ample evidence to prove that Mahavira was closely

connected with the Videhans. The Videhans had a

living interest in the Jain Church. From Kalpa-sutra

we know that Mahavira spent six rainy seasons at

Mithila, the Metropohs of Videha,.

Vatsa : The capital of Vatsa, Kausambi, was
also visited by Mahavira several times both during the

period of preparation and after the attainment of the

Kevafa. The ruler of Kausambi was King ^atanika.

to whom was married Mrgavatl, the third daughter
of Cetaka. Both the King and the queen were devotees
of Mahavira and followers of the Jain order. The
Jain tradition also affirms that the king’s amdtya
(minister) and his wife were Jains by faith. Satamka’s

aon and successor, Udayana, was a great king who
made some conquests and contracted matrimonial
alliance with the royal houses of^Avanti, Anga and
Magadha. The Jain literature claims him as a follower

of the Jain order.

Apanti. Canda Pradyota the ruler of Avanti
^pital, Ujjain), had married the fourth daughter of
^taka, by name Siva. Pradyota was called ‘Canda’

or fierce, for he was temperamentally very excitable

and was also the possessor of a large army. There is

a story wliich says that he was fond of Mrgavatl, the

elder sister of his wife, who had been already married

to King Satanika of Vatsa, that he asked for Queen
Mrgavatl from Satamka, and that on the refusal of the

latter he declared a war against him. Satamka appears

to have died before actual hostilities could start
;
and

when Mahavira visited Kausambi ahttle later, he induced

Canda Pradyota to give up his feehng of revenge and
to allow Mrgavatl to become a nun. Thereupon
Satanika’s son, Udayana, become the kmg of Kausambi.
Between this Udayana and Pradyota’s daughter,

the peerless Vasavadatta, there developed a long ro-^

mance, round winch a large cycle of sanskrit stories
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has been written. Udayana, as we have mentioned
above, is claimed by Jam tradition as having had respect

sympathy for the Jam church ; but Pradyota alsomd undeniable sympathy for the Jain faith. There
is a mention that along with Mrgavati of Kausambi,
eight of his own (Queens, Angaravati and others, with
his permission, jomed the order.

Campd^ capital ofJhiga. The ruler of Campa, which
was always recogmsed to be a great centre of Jaimsmy
was Dadhivahana, who married Padmavati, the second
daughter of Cetaka. Dadhivahana’s daughter, Candana
or Candanabala, was the jSrst woman who embraced
Jaimsm shordy after Mahavira had attained the kevala.

Jam literature described in great detail the story of
Candana. During the invasion of Campa by Kmg
Satanika of Kausambi, Candana was caught hold of
by one of the enemy’s army and' was sold in Kausambi
to a banker named Dhanavaha. After a short time the

banker’s wife Mula,*felt jealous of her and having cut

her hair put her mto custody. In this condition she once

served a part of her food to Mahavira, and finally joined

his ranks as a nun. She headed the order of nuns m
Mahavira’s sangha. Campa seems to have been situa-

ted at a distance of a few miles m the neighbourhood

of modem Bhagalpur. Its importance as a centre of

Jain influence is evident from the fact that Mahavira

spent three of his rainy seasons in Campa. After

Mahavira’s death Campa was visited by Sudharman,

the head of the Jam Sangha, at the time of Kunika or

Ajatasatru. Ajatasatru seems to have transferred his

capital from Rajgrha to Campa on the death of his

father ; and Jam tradition mentions that the Kmg
^‘came bare-footed to see the Ganadhara outside the

city where he had taken his abode.” Sudharman’s succe-

ssor, Jambu, and Jambu’s successor, Prabhava, also

visited Campa, and Prabhava’s successor, Sayyambhava,

lived at the city where he composed the iDasavatkaltka-

suira^ containmg in ten lectures aU the essence of the

sacred doctrines of Jainism.
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'L.icchavis and other Kepubljcan clans

Fiom this brief account of the several ruhng houses
of Eastern India, it will be clear that Mahavira obtained
good support everywhere. His personal connections
with the various rulers reached tlirough Ins mother
Trisala, the Licchavi Prmcess, and his maternal uncle

Cetaka, the king of Vaisali. The Licchavis were
recogmsed all round as high bom Kshattriyas, with
whom the highest born princes of Eastern India, and
not only Eastern India but also as far west as Sindhu-
Sauvira, considered it an honour to enter into matrimo-
nial alhance. We have already seen that out of the

seven daughters of Cetaka, Padmavati, Mrgavati, Siva

and Cellana were respectively married to the lords of
Anga, Vatsa, Avanti and Magadha. The eldest Prabha-
vati was married to King Udayana of Vitabhaya,

which has been identified at various places in the Jam
literature witli a town of Sindhu-Sauvira desa. As to

what part of the country is Sindhu-Sauvira-desa, whe-
ther It IS “the provmce of Badari or Eder, at the head

of the Gulf of Cambay” (Cunningham), or “to the

north of Kathiawar and along the Gulf of Cutch” (Rhys

Davids) or “the province of Multan and Jahravar”

(Albemm), or “in Sindhu or Sindh” (Satrunjaya-Maha-

tmya), Instorians are not quite in agreement about;

but according to Jam sources Udayana was the overlord

of three hunted and sixty three other towns. Through
his relationship with the Licchavis, Mahavira’s religi-

on was greatly helped in the course of its spread over

Sauvira, Anga, Vatsa, Avanti, Videha and Magadha,
all of which were the most powerful kingdoms of the

time. It IS sigmficant that Buddhist books do not

mention Cetaka at aU, though they tell us about the

constitutional government of Vaisah. “Buddhists took

no notice of him, as Ins mfleunce was used m the in-

terest of their rivals. But the Jamas naturally cheri-

shed the memory of the maternal uncle and patron of

their prophet, to whose influence we must attribute

the fact that V^isah used to be a stronghold of Jainism,
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being looked upon by the Buddhists as a seminair
or heresies and dissent/*

^

^The Licchavis were naturally favourable to Maha-
vira’s order. There are many stray references in the
Jain Sutras which confirm the fact that the Licchavis
were followers of the Jain faith. The capital of the
Licchavis formed one of the headquarters of the Jain
commi^ty during the days of Mahavira. Out of forty-
two rainy seasons which he spent as a missionary during
his later ascetic hfe, twelve were passed at Vaisali.

Like the Licchavis, the Vajjis, who in fact cannot be
strictly differentiated from the Licchavis, came under
the influence of Lord Mahavira, for Vaisah seems to

have been regarded also as the metropolis of the entire

Vajji confederacy. These repubhcs in Eastern India
had a type of -Government which was senatorial, hke
the government in the city-state of Rome. The Jfiatr-

kas, whose most noble scion was Mahavira, also formed
one of the most important clans included in the Vajjian

confederacy. The several clans of the Vajjian confe-

deracy must have been naturally affected by the doctrines

of the Nataputta. The canonical literature of his

bitter antagomsts, the Buddhists, does not fail to make
this admission, however indirectly. ‘'After Mahavira

developed his doctrines and preached his faith of un-

bounded charity to all hvmg bemgs, the number of

his followers among the Licchavis appears to have been

large and some men of the highest position appear to

have been among them.”

The Mallakins also seem to have cherished a feel-

ing of respect and sympathy for the great prophet and

his doctrmes. Both the Buddhist and the Jam texts

agree that the country of the Mallas formed one of the

sixteen Mahajanapadas. At the time of Mahavira Ae
Mallas appear to have been divided into two confede-

racies one with its capital at Pava and the other at Kusi-

nara, the two places bemg respectively the cities

the Jain prophet Maliavira and the Buddha reached
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their final liberation. With the Mallas, Jainism seems
to have established almost as good connecdons as with
the Licchavis. According to Dr. B. C. Law, we get

ample proof for this even from the Buddhist literature.

Geographically Kosala roughly corresponds to mo-
dern Oudh, and it seems to have contained three great

<dties-namely Ayodhya, Saketa and Sravasti—^the first

two sometimes being often supposed to be one and
the same. When one remembers that Sravasti was
visited by Mahavira more than once and that he was
always well received there one cannot but admit that

the Kosalas also came under the influence of Mahavira.

Map of Mahavira^ s trcmls ;

From this analysis of the various kingdoms and
repubhcs of Eastern India, it would appear that Maha-
vira^s reformed church gained followers practically

all over the vast stretches of the country. The referen-

ces in the Jain texts enable us to draw a complete map
of Lord Mahavira’s travels and to recount the names
•of some of his prominent followers dunng the penod
of his propagation of the faith. The foUowmg is

the hst of the places where he stayed for the successive

ramy seasons after the attainment of Kevala Jndna.

It has been stated above that Mahavira attamed
the Kevala while sittmg in meditation in a field outside

the town Jrmbhikagrama and that he made his first

converts and estabhshed the Sangha at a Samavasarana
near the place of Somilac^a’s Yajna. From there

the Lord proceeded to Rajgrha, the capital of Magadha,
where he imtiated the prmces Meghakumar and Nan-
disena mto the order of monks, gained numerous lay

followers including Sulasa, Abhayakumar, and the King
flrenika (Bimbasara) himself. The first rainy season

he spent at Rajgrha.
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the rams were over, the Lord turned towards
\ ideha, and passmg through many villages ultimately
cached Kundagrama, his birth place. The town of.
Kundagrama seems to have been divided into two
settlements, a Kshattriyakund where Mahavira’s father
had hved and a Brahmanakund where lived Devananda,
Mahavira s Brahman foster-mother and her husband by
name Rsabhadatta. Mahavira made his stay in Brah-
manakund and there converted to his order the Brahman
Rsabhadatta and his wife Devananda. It was on
this occasion that on the sight of Mahavira Dev^anda.
had that sudden maternal emotion to which reference

has been made earlier in this book Another impor-.
tant convert at Kundagrama was the Kshattnya Jamali
who joined the order with his five hundred compam-
ons. This Jamah later on organised a schism in the

Jain church. From Kundagrama Mahavira proceeded

to Vaisah, where he passed the second rainy season.

On the completion of the 2nd rainy season the

Lord proceeded towards the Vatsa country. The ruler

of Vatsa, Satanika, had died and the Mngdom was
adtnimstered by the widow. Queen Mrgavati, on
behalf of her minor son Udayana. At Kausambi,

* the capital of Vatsa, Mahavira held a pubhc audience

and converted to his order the Queen Mrgavati and

an aunt of the King, 'by name Jayanti. From there,

he proceeded further to Kosala, where at Sravasti a

number of sympathisers and followers were gained

for the Jain faith. The ramy season was passed at

Vamjyagrama in Videha, to which Mahavira returned

from Kosala. At Vanijyagrama, the merchant Ananda

and his wife ^ivananda accepted the Sramonopasaka

vows. Ananda became one of the loyal and highly

trusted followers of the Lord

From Vamjyagrama Mahavira repaired at the

end of the rainy season to’ Magadha, where after

roaming about the kingdom for several months he

settled down for the rainy season at Rajgrha. Among
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the new converts this year there were the merchants
Dhanya and Shahbhadra.

Campa was die next place which the Lord viSited-

on the completion of the rainy season. Here he convert
ted the prince Mahachandra Kumar From Campa he
proceeded to the province of Smdhu-Sauvira, where
Udayana was ruling over Vitabhaya. It has been
already explained how this Udayana was related to

Mahavira through Ms wife Prabhavati. The journey

to Sindhu-samvira was very difficult, involving travel

in desert areas and hard country
; but Mahavira went

to the place in order to give to King Udayana diks/ia

as a ‘Sf'(jf;jt7mpasalca\ Returning from Sindhu-Sauvira,

he spent the rainy season at Vanijyagrama.

After the rainy season, a visit was paid to Benares

and certain other places in the kmgdom of Ka^i, where
numerous followers were gained for the Jain church.

For the ramy season, the Lord returned to Rajgrha. At
Rajgrha he spent a highly fruitful season. lOng Sre-

mka had proclaimed that he would personally under-

take to feed and otherwise overlook the dependents

of anybody who desired to join Mahavira^s order of
monks. As a result of tMs proclamation, thousands

of people joined the order and Mahavira stayed on at

Rajgrha giving dlksd to the comers for sometime
even after the fimsMng of the ramy season Enraged,

probably at the success of Lord Mahavira's ministry,

Gosala Mankhahputra, of whom mention has been
made already, began Ms pubhc criticism of Mahavira’s

faith, although unsuccessfully, in the course of an ar-

gument with Ardraka, a monk of Maha\nra’s order.-

The ramy season was spent by Mahavira agam at Raj-

grha.

Havmg spent two rainy seasons at Rajgrha, Maha-
vira proceeded towards Vatsa coimtry, visiting on the

way AlabMya m the kmgdom of Ka^i. At Kausambt
he converted queen Mrgavati and several queens of
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Can^ Pradyota. From here he proceeded towards
Videha, and spent the rainy season at Vaisali.

On the completion of the rainy season he went to
Mithila, thence to Kakandi, Sravasti, and the republics
of the west, and made numerous conversions. The
ramy season was passed at Vanijyagr^a,

From here Ivlahavira proceeded after the rainy
season to Magadha, where there was the famous meeting
between his followers and the monks of Par^va’s order.

As a result of discussion ofthe several points of differen-

ce between the practices of the two orders, Mahavira’s
leadership of the Jain community was accepted by all.

The rainy season was spent at j^jgiha.

From Fajgrha, hlahavira repaired at the end of

the season to the Western kingdoms, but returned to

Vamjyagrama for spending the next rainy season.

The next year was marked by the occurrence of

the first schism in the community, when Jamali separa-

ted from the Lord with a small band of his companions.

Mahavira himself repaired to Kausambi, then to Raj-

grha, where he spent the next rainy season; then after

the end of the rains to Camp^ where after the death

of Srenika, his son, Kunika, had transferred his capital.

From Campa he turned towards Mithila and spent the

next rainy season there

It was when Alahavira proceeded to Sravasti after

the rainy season that he had his famous encounter with

Onsala, who after separating from iSIahavira had conti-

nued to hang about fhe city claiming among his follow-

ers the potter-woman Halahala and the minstral Ayam-
pul. Gosala had, of course, claimed for himself the

-status of a Tirthankara, so that there arose the anomaly

of two Tirthankaras staying at the same town. When
<juestioned about it, Ivfrhavira denounced Gosala and

stated in a public audience that he was not a Tirthankara
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nor a tme believer, whereupon Gosala got enraged,
and visited Mahavira for a religious discussion. The

' discussion was, of course, inconclusive, but two disci-

ples of Mahavira who intervened were burnt up by
his fiery power. Gosala attempted to burn Mahavira
himself, but was unsuccessful. The after-effects of
Gosala’s fiery attack were, however, felt by Mahavira
and he suffered great pain later on. The rainy season

was passed at IN^thila.

From Mithila, Mahavira went towards Kosala-
Pancala, visiting Sravasti, Ahicchatra, Hastinapur and
other towns, and returned for the next rainy season

to Vanijyagrama. The last few rainy seasons were
spent at Rajgrha, Vhiijyagrama, Vaisali, Vaisah again,

Rajgrha, Nalanda, Vaisali, Mithila, Rajgrha, Nalanda,

Mithila, Mithila again, Rajgrha, until at the age of 72
he attained Nirvana on Kartika Amavasya at Pavapuri.

Mahavira* s Community of Followers i*"

Mahavira succeeded in attracting a large number
of disciples, both men and women, and orgamsed his

community into four orders. Chief among his followers

were fourteen thousand monks, at the head of whom
stood die eleven Ganadharas, and durty-six thousand

nuns, at the head of whom was Chandana. These in-

cluded “three hundred sages who knew the fourteen

Purvas, who though no Jinas came very near diem,
thirteen hundred sages who were possessed of the

Avadhi-knowledge and superior quahties; seven hundred
kevalms ; seven hundred who could transform

themselves ; five hundred sages of mighty inte-

llect ;
four hundred professors who were never

vanquished in disputes ; seven hundred male
and fourteen hundred female disciples who reached
perfection

;
and eight hundred sages in their last birth.”

During Mahavira’s own lifetime mne of the Ganadharas
attained Kevala-jnana. Two survived him, Gautama
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and Sudharma, and as Gautama attained Kevala-inana
just as Mahavira breathed his last and obtained Nir-
v^a, Sudharma become the head of the order. From
Sudharma it is possible to trace a whole hst of succession
of the leaders of the order right upto the present time.

Mahavira’s third order consisted of laymen.
They were householders who did not actually renounce
the world but who could and did keep his rule m a
modified form, while their alms supported the profe-
ssed monks. As Mrs. Stevenson says, the genius for

organisation which Mahavira possessed is shown in

nothing more clearly than m the formation of this and
the order of laywomen. The laymen are said to have
Jiumbered durmg Mahavira’s lifetime one hundred and
fifty-nme thousand men; according to the Digambara
version the number given is one hundred thousand

;
the

laywomen numbered three hundred and fifty-eight

thousands.’

In one of the vfeU-known Jain Aga.ma.s,Wasa£;adasa(?,

the names of ten of the more important lay followers

of Mahavira are given. Vamiyagrama, Campa, Baranasi,

Alabhia (or Alavi), ICampilyapura, Polasapura, Raja-

grha and Sravasti are mentioned as the important

ones among the places that were visited by the Venera-

ble Ascetic Mahavira. The town of Campa had near

it the shrme of Purnabhadra, V^jyagrama, the shrme

called Dutipalasa ;
Baranasi the Kosthaka shrine ;

Aiabhia, the Garden called Sankhavana ;
Kampilyapura,

the garden called Sahasramravana ;
Polasapura, a garden

,knoyn by the name of Sahasramravana; Rajgrha, a

shrine called Gunasila ; and Sravasti, the Koshthaka

shrme. In V^jyagrama the great lay .disciples of

Mahavira and the lay supporters of his order were

Ananda and his wife Sivananda; m Campa Kamadeva

and his wife Bhadra
;
m Baranasi, Culampriya and his

wife Shyama, and Suradeva and his wife Dhanya; m
Alabhia, Culksataka and his wife Bahula ; m Kampilya-

pura, Kundakohta and his wife Pusya; m Polasapura,
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Sakadalaputra and his wife Agmmitra ; in Rajgfha,
Maha^ataka

;
aad m Sravasti, Nandinipriya and his

wife Asvini, and Salatipriya and his wife Phalaguni.
These lay disciples are all mentioned as persons of
opulence and influence, and as those' noted for their

piety and devotion Ananda of V^jyagrama is des-

cribed as householder who ^'possessed a treasure of
four kror measures of gold deposited in a safe place,

a capital of four kror measures of gold put out on
interest, a well stocked estate of the value of four kror

measures of gold, and four herds, each herd consisting

of ten thousand heads of cattle.” He “was a person

whom many kings and princes and merchants made
It a point to refer to, and to consult, on many affairs

and matters needing advice, m short, on all sorts

of business. He was also the main pillar, as it were,

of his own family, their authority, support, mainstay

and gnide. In short, he was a cause of prospetity to

whatever business he was concerned witli.” Even the

Buddhist texts bear testimony to numerous rich house-

holders being among the lay disciples of Maliavira.

Ntrvdm

Mahavira attamed nirvana at Pava in 527 B. C. at

the age of 72. The Licchavis and Mallas were two
peoples to whom the rise of Mahavira was an object

of national pride, and accordingly, it is said in the

Kalpasutra that when Mahavira died, the eighteen

confederate kings of Kasi and Kosala, the nine Mallakis

and the nine Licchavis, instituted an illummation

saying ‘Since the light of intelligence is gone, let us

make an illumination of material matter T



RIVAL SECTS
^As has been said before, India was during Maha-

vira’s age passing through a period of unusual religious
enthusiasm. The country as a whole, and in particular
the eastern provinces, were bristling with conflicting
views and rival schemes. Numerous individual philo-
sophers and religious sects were preaching their doc-
trines, and the relations between them were not always
of the happiest kind. The animosities of the time may
be well illustrated by the remark made by Mahavira’s
newly ordained lay disciple, Ananda, in Uvdsagadasao
siitra

; “Truly, Revered Sir, it does not befit me from
this day forward to praise and worship any man of a
heretical community, or any of the devas of a heretical

community, or any of the objects of reverence to them*
or without being first addressed by them, to address

them or converse with them; or to give or supply them
with food or drink except it be by the command of the

King or the community or any powerful man or deva

or one’s own elders or by the exigencies of living”

Even the Acdranga sutra explicitly says that “to friendly

or hostile heretics one should not give alms, drink,

dainties and spices nor do them service
”

The insistence on the necessity of right faith is indicative

of the same thing. Faith has been held to be easier to

obtain by those who, though not versed in the sacred

doctrmes, are not acquainted with other systems and

hold no wrong doctrines. Among the eight principles

on which the excellence of faith tests, the most impor-

tant have been mentioned as the absence of preference

for heretics and the non-shaking of right behef at the

prosperity of heretical sects.

Classification of creeds :

The account of philosophical schools mentioned

in the Jam canonical literature refers to three hundred

and sixty three different creeds divided into four great

schools— comprising 1 80 different doctrines;

Adifijdvdda 84, Ajndnavdda 67, and Vtnajavdda 32.
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Krijavada is the school which admits the ^stence
of tlie soul by itself

( ) for all eternity
( ).

Among the Kfiydvddws there may be those who
believe that the soul exists in its own nature and is

eternal but acts through time and those who
beheve that the soul exists in itself eternally through
I^vara or those who beheve that the

,

soul

exists by itself eternally through Atman or
those who beheve that the soul exists in itself eternally

through Niyafi (tlie fixed order of things or
those who believe that the soul exists by itself eternally

through Svabhava or nature There may
be further divisions of the Ki'iydvddtns according to

whelher they consider that the soul exists but is not

eternal or that the soul exists but not of itself, that is

to say, that it can be known only by contrast with other

things. The Knyavadins, among whom Jainism may also

be included, hold the belief that unless a sinful thought

is translated into action or a sinful act performed wit£ a

sinful motive, the full karmic consequences will not

follow and the soul will be affected but shghtly, and

further that misery is produced by one’s own acts and
not by the act of somebody else, viz ,

fate, cteator etc

AlxTiyavada demes the existence of the soul, and

considers that everything has a momentary existence

and that a state comes to an end the moment it comes
into existence Without contmuity of existence no
Yjiiyd IS possible, so that when existence is beheved,to be
momentary in its character, the philosophy is essentially

AkHydvdda. The Akriyavadins are mentioned in jthe

texts as not admitting that the action of the soul is

transmitted to future moments and as holdmg that

nothing exists and all forecasts of the future are.Mse.
The Buddhists are obviously included in this school,

for their doctrine is that everything has but a haothentary

existence and that there is no continuous identity of

existence between a tiling as it is now and as it will he m
the next moment. By not admitting the existetice

of Jiva, tliey w;ere considered by the Jamas as deiiying

Karmah as well.

7
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The Ajmnavada school denies the necessitr or •

importance of knowledge. According to them knov-- 'c

ledge is not the highest^ accomplishment, for V7here

'

there is knowledge there is contradiction, dispute and
'

discussion. On the other hand, ajmna or negation of
’

knowledge may be the condition of the absence of pnde
’

and ill-will and so removal of bondage. Knowledge
produces volition, and the result of volition is

and therefore bondage, while ajmna generates absence

of volition.

Vinayavada upholds the supremacy of reverence

as the cardinal virtue that leads to peifection.

In Buddhist hterature also there is an elaborate

description of contemporary schools. The classification

given in the Brahmajala Sutta in the TXi^a Nik^s

divides contemporary philosophical thought Into

sixty-two schools, hke Ae EtemaJists, holding that

the soul and the world are both eternal, the seffli-

Eternalists, believing that the Brahma is eternal but

not individual souls, the Extensionists, who built up

their doctrines round the finiteness or infiniteaess of

the world, and the Eal-Wrigglers, who gave no

categorical replies to any questions but specialist in

ambiguous and equivocating replies. It may be poictt

out that the disputes between the various schools diti

not always arise on properly religious subjects. At

times disputes arose over cosraographic details, as

illustrated in Bkagarnati Sntra in the story of Prince Siva

where the duration of the gods’ lives in different hevens

became a matter of hot debate.

Buddhists

:

We know that the most important rival cieed^w^

which the Jain preachers were faced was that ^

Buddhists and that it was at the hands of thy Buddmsts

that the Nirgranthas sufiered most in later times, -duc

in the Jain canonical Hterature there are very scanty

reference to Buddhism, although Buddhist literature
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on tlic other hand abounds with criticisms of the Jain

doctrine. For this there may be several reasons. The

Buddha was a junior contcmpoiary of Mahavlra and

had therefore greater need for counter-acting and

enticising the creed of tlte latter than Mahavira had

for combating the doctrine of a junior. Not only

vas Mahavira scnioi, the system which he was

ptcachmg was also, as we have stated before an

ancient system. The rivalry between tiie two sects

grew stronger after Mahavira^s death.

Ncvertliclcss rcfctcnccs to the Buddlusts as an

heretical order arc there in the Jain canons. In ^Achd-

mgasutra there is mention of a school of heretics who
justify tlic use of water on tlie ground of having permi-

ssion to drink It or take it for toilet purposes; tins un-

doubtedly referes to the Buddhists for the Buddha had

declared diat there was no sin in citlier drmking water

or in using it for bath and wash. He permitted batli

and washing to his ascetic disciples. Their doctrine

of the five Skaudhas of momentary existence has been
ascribed to “some fools’^ There is an undeniable

reference in this to tlic Kilpa, Vedand, Vjmna, Samjdd
and Savjshdfa sltatidhas of tlic Buddhists. The Akri-
ydvddm who deny Karraanand do not admit that the
action of the soul is transmitted to future moments,
are possiblv the Buddhists also. In Suirdlirtdnga Sutra,

in the discussions of Adda a man appears and argues
that if one pierces a lump of oilcake with a spit mistak-
ing it for a man or a gourd mistaking it for a baby
and roasts it, one will be guilty of murder

; while if a
savage puts a man on a spit and roasts him mistaking
liim for a lump of pilcake or a baby mistaking it
for a gourd, he will not be guilty of murder. This is
an account, although exaggerated, of the Buddhist view
that motive determines whetlier an act is sinful oi not.

Ajivikas :

The best known heresy to the Nirgranthas was
howcTer, the doctrines of the Ajivikas They have
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beep referi:e4 tP, yith the greatest frequency and their

apctrihes have been denounced with vqxj great vehe-
mence md care. From descriptions in tlie Jain sutras

the Ajivika doctrine would appear to be ah extreme form
of that there is no such thing as exertion or
libpur or

'

power or manly strength but that all things
^e caused by destiny which is unalterably fixed.

“Saddalaputta, the follower of the Ajivika, one
day brought out his air-dried potter’s ware from within
his workshop, and placed them in the heat of the sun.

Mahavira, who happened to go there, asked
‘'‘Saddalaputta, how is tins potter’s ware made?”

Saddalaputta : “Reverend Sir, this ware is at first

clay, then It is kneaded with' water, and then it is mixed
well together wi’tb ashes and dung; then it is placed

on the wheel, and finally many bowls and jars of various

sizes are made.”

Mahavira : “Saddalaputta, is your ware made by

dint of exertion and manly stren^, or on tlie other

hand, is it made without exertion and manly strength?’*

Saddalaputta : “Reverend Sir, it is made without

exertion and manly strength, and all things are unalter-

ably fixed.*’

Mahavira : “Saddalaputta, if any one of thy

men were to steel thy unbaked or baked ware or

scatter it about or make holes in it or let it drop into

pieces or place it outside unguarded or if he were to

indulge in outrageous famiharities with thy wife

Aggimitta, what pumshment would thou mfiict on that

man?”

Saddalaputta : “Reverend Sir, that man I wiU

curse or beat or tie up or frighten or threaten or cuff

or fine or bully or even before his time deprive him of

his hfe.”

Mahavira then pointed out that if all thmgs \^re

unalterably fixed and depended not on exertion, then
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lie ought not to take any action against his se£vant*s

conduct for the servant was not responsible for it.

Tins convinced Saddalaputta of the falseness of A)ivika
doctrines and he was converted to the creed of
Mahavira.”

Dr. Barua has collected and reviewed exhaustively

all the materials available in Jain and Buddhist texts

on the history of Ajivikas and the life and teachings

of Gosala, the founder of the Ajivika order. The
order did not die with its leader, although it un-
doubtedly lost Its vigour and following to a large

extent. The Bhaganuifl Sutra gives a detailed description

of the meeting between Gosala and Mahavira and of the

manner of Gosala’s death.

“The headquarters of the Order was in Savattlii

in the shop of the potter woman Halahala. In the

twenty-fourth year of Gosala’s ascetic life he was visited

by six ascetics with whom he discussed tlieir doctrines

and propounded his own theory from the eight Maliani-

mittas belonging to the Purvas consisting of the princi-

ples of obtainment and non-obtaining, pleasure and
pain, life and death He met a disciple of Mahavira
and notified to him his intention of destroying

Mahavira by means of his fiery forces. The tlireat was
conveyed to Mahavira who forbade Nirgrantha ascetics

to hold any commumcation with Gosala. Surrounded

by his disciples, Gosala called on Mahavira and angrily

ridiculed him for havmg called Gosala a disciple of

Mahavira. “Manklialiputta who was a disciple of

I)»^ahavita” said Gosala “was dead and reborn in the

heavens as a god. But I whose name was Udayi was
born in the body of Aj)una and entered in the seventh

re-animation the body of Gosala, which I still hold.”

He then went on to narrate in detail tlie processes of

reanimation he had undergone m the bodies of different

persons in different places and how in his seventli and

last reanimation he obtained omniscience in the body of

Gosala in the potter shop of Halahala. Mahavira in

reply told him that he was like a thief who being chased
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by villagefs attempted to conceal his identity under
various disguises and in various places of hiding.
Gosala was enraged at this and hotly abused Mahavira.A disciple of the latter intervened but was burnt up
by Gosala’s fiery forces. Another disciple also met wil£
the same fate. Mahavira himself now rebuked Gosala
who attempted to burn him but was unsuccessful.
A scene followed of trial of strength between the two
teachers. They parted and Mahavira instructed his
disciples to go and annoy Gosala with questions.

''After sometime Gosala was stricken witli a fever
and bemg delirious he held a mango m his hand, drank
liquors, sang, danced and made improper advances to

Hil^ala, and sprinkled oh lumself the cool muddy
water from the potter’s, vessels, which acts, Mahavira
explained to his disciples, led to the A)ivika doctrines

of the eight Finahties (AtAacarimaim). The first four

of the eight Fmakties were the last four acts performed

by Gosala, viz., the last drink, the song, the last dance

and the last improper sohcitation. The other four

were the last tornado, the last sprinkling elephant,

the last fight with big stones and missiles, and the last

Tirthankara who is Gosala himself.
#

Gosala’s sprinklmg himself with the muddy watet

from the earthen vessels gave nse to the doctrine of the

four things that may be used as drmks and the four

dungs as their substitutes by virute of the coolingness.

Those that may be used as water are the cow’s urme,

water accidentally collected m a PotteFs vessels, water

heated by the sun, and water dnppmg from a rock.

Those that may be used as substitutes are holdmg m the

hand a dish or a bottle or a jar or a pot which is cool

or moist; squeezmg in the mouth a toango or a hog-

plum or a jujube or a thiduka fruit when it is unnpe

or uncooked, but not drinking its juice and feehng

the touch of the moist hands of the gods Punnabhadda

and Mambhadda when they appear on the last night of

SIX months to one who eats pure food for six months,

hes successively for two months each on bare ground,
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on wooden planks, and on hda grass. He who sub-

mits to touch of the two gods furthers the work of

venomous snakes but he who does not do so generates

in lumself a fire which burns his body and he dies and
attains hberation.

Ayambula, an Ajivika, came to visit Gosala at the

tune and felt ashamed findmg Gosala in a delirium.

He was about to go away but Ajivika elders called him
back, explamed the new doctrines and asked him to put

his question to Gosala after throwmg away the mango
m his hand. Ayambula did so and asked about the

halla insect. Gosala rephed ‘‘This which you see is

not a mango but only the skm of a mango. You ask

about the halla insect, it is hke the root of the bamboo;
play the lute, man, play the lute.” Then Gosala feehng

the end approaching called his disciples and requested

them to observe his funeral with all honours and
proclaim that he was the last Tirthankara. But after-

wards he felt tliat he was not an omniscient but a false,

teacher and a humbug but that Mahavira was the true

Jina. Then he called his disciples and asked tliem to

treat him with dishonour after he was dead and pro-

claim his misdeeds and the Jinahood of Mahavira.

Then he died. The Ajivika thras closed the door and
pretended to carry out Gosala^s last mstructions, and
then they opened the doors and gave him a funeral

accordmg to his original wishes.”

The account may be exaggerated but seems to be
fundamentally weU-based. It is also corroborated by
Buddhist texts. The Buddhists had no cause for speaH
resentment against the Ajivikas, yet even the Buddhists

do not refer to Gosala with respect. Dr. Hoemle men-
tions in Ins article on the Ajivikas m the Encyclopaedia

of Religion and Ethics that in the mouth of the Buddhi-
sts ‘Ajivika’ was a term of reproach, meant to stigmatise

Gosala and his followers as professionals. Gosala’s

humble origin and humble connections may have
been partly renponsible for the contempt with which
he was looked upon by the other religious leaders.
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Gosak’s fa her was Maiikliah, who used to wander
about from place to place exhibiting a picture. He
once came with lus wife to Saiwana and took up his
lodging in tlie cowshed of a wealthy Brahmin called
Gobahula, and Gosala is reputed to have been born
there. For some time Gosala lumself seems to have
followed lus father’s calhng, but ultimately he took up
ascetic life and for sometime was also a companion of
I^Iahavira during the period of his preparation The
story of Gosala’s separation from Mahavira, assimiption
of tlie Jinaliood, and the establishment of the
Ajivika order has already been told in a previous
chapter.

Bralwianic schools :

Jain literature is full of references to numerous
schools of popular Brahmamsm. Among heretical

doctrines there is mention of some who hold that the

owning of possessions and the engaging in undertakings

is quite comi^atible with the attainment of perfection.

This is obviously a reference to Brahmamcal priests who
supported a non-ascetic rehgion of rituals and ceremo-

mes and themselves possessed wealtli and property. The
Sankhya, Yoga, Vedanta and other views ^so have been

referred to m order to equip the Nirgrantha ascetic

with the usual behefs of tlie common people entertained

under wrong understanding, and also with a view to

show up the apparently contradictory views held by

the Vedantists and the Puramsts. The Plulosophy of

the Nastikas, the materiahsts, who deny the existence of

the soul, IS also mentioned as a wrong doctrine.

There is mention of a host of minor schools, holding

quite unusual views • (1) That a Jiva performed right

conduct and wrong conduct at the same time, (2) That

there is no harm in enjoying the pleasures of the senses,

for It gave rehef to the enjoyer without causing harm

to any one else, (3) that the soul and everytlung else

is mere appearance, mirage, an illusion, a dream, a

phantasy, etc.
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Ni/ifiavas

The twenty-seventh year of Mahavira^s ascetic life,

that is, the fifteenth year after the attainment of kevali-^

hood, the year of his famous encounter with Gosala,

was marked by the occurrence of the first schismm the

community, when Jamali separated from the Lord with
a small band of his disciples who afterwards gradually

left him. The event that had led to the dissensi6n cart

briefly be stated as follows. Once Jam^ begged
permission to go wandering with a large number of
ascetics, bilt Mahavira gave no reply even after being
asked three times. Jamah, however, did not wait for

the permission any further and left Mahavira, together

with his own disciples. While thus wandering inde-^

pendently, once upon a time he went to ^ravasti apd
stayed at the Tinduka garden. He had been suffering

from fever at the time and asked his compamon ascetics

to stretch, a bed to lie down upon. While they were
stretching the bed, he asked them whether it was reaily.

They rephed in the affirmadve. But when Jamali
found that it was only being made ready, he got angry,

and ascribed their affirmadve answer to their false

doctrine that a thing in the making is as good as a.thing

completely made ^t). His companions tried to

convince him of the soundness of the doctrine, but he
would not listen to them. There was much discussion,

about Jamah’s refutadon of the* doctrine, and some of
his disciples left him consequendy. Jamah visited

Mahavira at Campa m order to inform him that he
had attained oilimscience. But when Mahavira refused
to admit his claim, Jamali felt humihated and finally

left him to estabhsh his own order. His order, how-
ever, does not appear to have Hsted for long. It is

most probable that his order did not survive him,

^
Jamali is the first Nihnava ‘dissenter’ in the Sangha
established by Mahavira.

The texts record six more such Nt/ifmas belong-
ing to different periods, within the first six centuries
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of the N/ira/ia of Lord Mahavira in the history of the
Jan churc^ They are Tisyagupta (16 years after
Mahavira s Kevalihood) the of the ]JvapradeSikas ,

iisa^a (214 years after Vtra-nirvand) the dcaiya of the
avyaktikas / A^varoitra (220A.V.) the dcdrya of the
SdfMUCchedikas, Ganga (228 A.V.) the of the
dvaikriyas\ Saduluka (also known as Rohagupta, 544 A.
V.); the acdrya of the TrairdJfk^s; and Gosthamahjia,
(584 A-V.) the acarya of the Ahaddhtkas,

t

The JJvaprddeli'kas held that the last space-point of
the soul was the soul proper in view of the j£ct diat
the soul is incomplete and, therefore, not soul proper
unless it includes its last space-point which completes
its being. But they did not notice the fact that any and
every space-point ofthe soul could be considered as the

last space-point and as such they insisted on a doctrine

which had no sound reasoning behind it. Ti?yagupta'

formulated the doctrine ‘on the basis of some texts

which he failed to understand properly. The Avydkfi'kas

were sceptics who were suspicious of everybody and so

did not bow down to anyone. The result was that

their lay disciples also began to withhold their respectful

homage ftbm them. It is said that the Avydkiihis

developed this sceptic attitude after they were made
to bow down to the corpse of their dcdrya named
A§a<^a, who reinhabited his own corpse, out of

mercy, in order to bring to a speedy end the Yoga

of Hs disciples. The Sdmucchedikas were those

who beheved in the momentariness of all things.

A^vamitra was their dcdrya. He misinterpreted a text

and developed the doctrme. He remained quite blind

to the other texts which clearly stated the permanence

as well as constituting the nature of a thing.
^

The

Dvaikriyas upheld the doctrine of the possibility of

the experience of two-fold actions at one and the

same time. Ganga the acdrya of Dvaikriyas was one

day crossing a river, when he experienced both cold

and heat, and jumped to the conclusion that they are

'felt simultaneously The Agama text, however, clearly
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<lenies the possibihty of simultaneous occurtence of
two-fold experience. The TralfaHkas were those who
believed in the three categories of ]wa^ AjJva and
No-jm instead of the two, viz., Jwa and AjJm as

accepted in the Agamas. Saduluka was their dcdryay

who is said to have invented the third category

in order to defeat his opponent by confronting him
with a new problem. But afterwards when he was
asked by liis gum to admit the trick before the judges,

he disagreed and was consequently turned out of
the Sangha, The Abaddhihas upheld that the

jKi/r/;/(7-matter can only touch the soul, but cannot

become one with it, because if it became one with the

soul, there would be no possibility of re-separation.

This doctrine openly goes against the accredited view
that Katma unites with the soul exactly as heat

unites with iron and water with mJk. Gosthamahila
was the dcdrya of the Abaddhilias.

The sects founded by these nlhnavas^ it appears from
the accounts given, did not survive their founders.

The accounts further reveal the fact that the Jaina

Sangha was strong enough to foil the attempts of these

dissenters at bringing about any untoward change in it..



CONCLUSION

Botn and brought up in a Society informed Trith
deniocratic ethos

^

and in an of great intellectual
5tir,

^

social dissatisfaction, philosophical doubts and
xehgious confusion, and deeply influenced by the ethical
tradition of Parsva, IsIahaTira chose, when he was thirty,
the life of an ascetic seeking after truth and enlighten-
ment, After twelve years of penance and suffering
and rigorous practice of spiritual detachment, he attained
such knowledge as was perfect and absolute, and
developed such compassion for the afflicted world and
strove so much for its redemption that he came to be
tegArded a Tirthatihara. !Ma^vira showed wonderful
ability in the organization of bis Sau^a which consisted

of the ascetic as well as the lavman, men as weE as

women. He did not consider the layman as incapable

of spiritual uplift, and, therefore, accorded an honou-
rable place to him in the Sangha. The layman is as

important a limb of the Sangha as the ascetic, and it

is incumbent upon both to cooperate and push the

Sangha forward towards spixituai uplift, hlahavna’s

San^a was open to all irrespective of caste, colour and

sex. hlerit and not birth was the determinant of status

in society. Ability and not sex was regarded as the

criterion fo admission into the higher order. Super-

stitious ritualism and belief in the capacity of ^ods to^

help man were discarded. The existence of God as the

Creator of the world was denied, and man was held

responsible for bis own fortune as well as misfortune-

freedom as wefl as bondage. Sacrifice of the ammal

was replaced by the sacrifice of the brute self. Islaha-

xdra’s life is a symbol of the mortification of the flesh for

the development of the Spirit. It is spiritual joy, and

mot heavenly pleasure, that is worth pursuit. Zslahavira

did not encourage acquisition of supernormal powers

for the victimization of the weak. He prohibited the

msetjof such powers even for self-protection. He cfis-

paraged social iniquity, economic rivalry and political
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enslavement. Maliavka took it upon himself to work
out and propagate a veritable spiritual de'mocracy in

the form of Jaimsm. He delivered his message in the

tongue of the people. He did not like the aristocratic

aloofness and mystifying secrecy of the Brahmanical

thinkers in matters rehgious and philosophical. There

was no need of interpreters of the tongue of' gods.

^
There can be no mediator between man and God.
Mahavira popularized philosophy and religion and

threw open the portals of heaven to the down-trodden
and the weak, the humble and the lowly. To him
spirituality was not the property of the pn\ileged few,

but a valued possession of each and all. It is only in

the form of human being that the spirit can reahse

itself. Gods are inferior to the man of conduct. They
symbohze only a stage m the development of the spirit.

The final development, however, is possible only in

the human form The idea of an ever-free omnipotent
Creator God and His incarnation is exploded as a myth,

and the responsibihty of creation is put on the shoulders

of those who inhabit and enjoy it. Conduct is judged

by the spiritual law of ahimsd^ perfect and absolute.

The means is not justified by the end. It is perhaps

with reference to these revolutionary ideals that a

modern critic, informed with the faith m merciful

God, has charactenzed Jainism as “a rehgion in which
the clnef points insisted upon are that one should

deny God, worship man and nourish vermin”.

Philosophy, with Mahavira, is not an intellectual

system based on data supphed by psychological

analysis, or a metaphysical speculation based on
saentific investigation, but an all-comprehensive view
based on spiritual realization wherein all other views
find proper justification. These are, in brief, the

general features of the message of Lord Mahavira.

The roots of Jainism can be traced out in that

floating 'mass of Srdmcina hterature which developed
side by side with the ancient Vedic, and had, according
to Dr. Maurice Wintermtz, the following characteristic
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features
;

^

It disregards the system of castes and
dshramas

\ its heroes are, as a rule, not gods and Rishis,
but kings or merchants or even Jhudras. The subjects
of poetry taken up by it are not Brahmanic myths and
legends, but popular tales, fairy stories, fables and
parables. It hkes to insist on the misery and suffering
of Saihsara, and it teaches a morality of compassion and
AMmk, (^uite distinct from the ethics of Brahmanism
with Its ideals of the great sacrificer and generous
supporter of the priests and its strict adherence to the
caste system.” ‘‘Jaimsm together with Sahkhya-Yoga,”
according to Dr. Hermann Jacobi, “is the earhest re-

presentative of that mental revolution winch brought
about the close of the Vedic and inaugurated the new
period of Indian culture winch has lasted through the

middle ages almost down to the present time.” We
can clearly discern in the formative period, nay, through-

out the development, of our culture, two distinct forces

perpetually struggling for supremacy and evolvmg a

more and more rational culture. Of these two forces,

one atttacts us to the spiritual hfe by insisting on misery

and suffering, while the other strives to keep us attached

to the duties and responsibilities of social life. The
advent of Mahavira and tlie Buddha represents a period

of supremacy of the former over the later. This

period was, of course, preceded by a long period of

philosopliical ferment and rehgious unrest. There was

strenuous search for the ideal. Two distinct ways of

thought, Brahmanic and Sramanic, were struggling for

supremacy and were influencing each other. It was

impossible that one should supersede the other. But

tliey evolved a system which had a strong note of

asceticism and was predominantly Sramanic. This was

embodied in the Gdturydma dharwn of Par^va and filially

developed by Mahavira into what is called Jainism.

Buddhism too is a similar, though decidely later,

growth with a wonderfully rational outlook. The

investigations about the antiquity of Jainism are by

no means complete. We look to an intenser research

for more enlightenment.
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We have discussed at some length the story of
Gosala’s companionship and final separation with

Mahavira. The story of his last encounter with

Mahavira has also been related. We have shown the

untenability of the fanciful opinion of some scholars

tliat Mahavira was a disciple of Gosala for some time.

Our conclusion is that Mahavira and Gos^a did not

have a teacher and disciple relationship at all. Mahavira
and Gosala were just two associates in a common
concern, two Sddhakas who lived together for six years

in asceticism. Later on there sprang up acute difier-

ences of opinion between the two. They separated

from each other and became irreconcilable opponents,

fighting out their differences generally through their

followers. After six months from the separation with
Mahavira, it is said, Gosala acquired supernormal

powers, proclaimed himself a Jina, and founded the

order of the Ajivikas. It is ^so probable that the

order of the Ajivikas was already there and Gos^a
only assumed its leadership proclaiming himself the

last Jina. The imphcation of the doctrine of ‘seven

reammations’ advocated byGos^a is not very clear; most
probably Gosala referred to the six past leaders of the

order, and considered himself to be the seventh and
the last. The problem is to be studied afresh, and
there is every possibility of fruitful result. There is,

however, no ambiguity about the central doctrine of
Gosala. He was an uncompromising fatahst. For him
there was no such thing as freedom of will, all things

being caused by destmy which was unalterably fixed.

This contrasts strongly with Mahavira’s ideal of nirvana

as something to be achieved by toil and labour, and not
something to be presented by destiny in due course.

There is neither scope nor necessity for voluntary

efforts in the suystem of Gos^a. We do not know
whether the Ajivika order survived him for long in

Its ongmal shape, although a reference to an Ajivika
order is found in an mscription of as late as the
thirteenth century A.D.
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The Jaiiia doctrine of knowledge is assuredly a
valuable contribution to the epistemological thought.
Knowledge is inherent in soul and depends for its
expression upon the disentanglement of the soul from
me forces that vitiate its mtrinsic capacities. The
Kashas of attachment and aversion are held responsible
for the obstruction of the capacity to know, and it is
by the total destruction of these Kasdjas that the soul
achieves ‘the blaze of omniscience’. Absolute annihi-
lation of knowledge is impossible, and the knowledge
is at Its minimum in the one-sensed organism. Perfec-
tion is achieved not by addmg one knowledge to another^
but by removing the cause of imperfection, which
consists in the Kasa)>as. Ignorance is only an mcidental
effect of a more fundamental cause, namely, the Kamm
that blurs the right intuition.

The Karma-doctnnt is another glorious achieve-

ment of the Jama thinkers. Karma is a substantive

force, a sort of lifffa-atomic particles which have the

peculiar property of developmg the effects of merit and
de'merit. “As heat can unite with iron and water with

milk, so Karma unites with the soul.” Life is a struggle

between spirit and matter. The material body is to be
subdued by the spiritual self. Samsdra consists in

spirit subdued by matter. Evolution medns evolution

of the spirit followed, as a matter of necessity, by the

evolution of the body. The body is the instrument of

expression, and so the perfection of the spirit is syncliro-

nizcd with the perfection of the body. What controls

the umverse is the law of Karma, The world is made,

not by gods and angels, but by the Kai^ma of the spirits.

The history of man is determined by his own voluntary

choice. Man enters the world of his own creation and

fashions it according to his own designs. He can

transcend the inhented hmitations by his will and

action, and become the architect of his own future.

The theory of fourteen states m the ascent to the state

of Final Liberation is the logical consummation of the

doctrme of Karma.
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Indian religions lay stress on asceticism and life

negation, and Jainism does so in a special measure.

Jainism prescribes even the abandonment of the body
in case it fails to fulfil the demand of the Spirit. This
exposes Jainism to the charge that its ethics is negative

and passive. The Jaina ethics will plead ghilty to this

charge. The motive behind ethical practices is that of
purging the soul of selfish impulses so that it may
leahze itself. Spiritual strenubusness, meditation, the

treeing of tlie mind from hatred, anger and lust ate

emphasized. Wliat appears to be passivity is intense

concentration of consciousness where tlie soul lays

hold immediately upon itself. Life affirmation is fraught

with more dangers and pitfalls than those of life

negation. If affirmation leads to progress, negation

certainly leads to peace. World has suffered more at

the hands of tlie progress-lovmg peoples than at the

hands of tlie peace-loving nations. Jainism discourages

aggressiveness, but never supports cowardice. Peace-

ful courtirig of deadi without hatred for tlie murderer

is more praisewordiy diaii violent defence. The law of
non-violence is regarded as the supreme law. Justice

Itself IS judged, by this law. Consistent apphcation of
this universal law of non-violence in pracdCal fife

exposed Jaimsni to the ridicule of those who were
satisfied m'erely with the dieoretical extolling of the law.

Its appeal to the rational minds, however, was great

and gradually it gripped a considerable portion of the-

populace.

Out study of the position of the rival sects has been
very brief. We have annexed a short note on Nihnavas in
order to show the inherent strecEgth of the organization

of die Jaina Sang/ia to deal with mtemal dissensions..

Mahavira left the world, reahzed die truth, arid

came b^ck to the world to preach it. There was
immediate response from the people and he got disciples

and followers. Eleven learned Brahmins were the first

to accept his disapleship and become ascetics. They
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were the heads of gatias of ascetics, and as such wete
called ganadharas. They remained faithful to their
teacher throughout their hves. Indrabhuti Gautama
was the eldest disciple of Mahavira. He was very forild

of Ills Master, and had numerous interesting dialogu^
with

^

him. Mahavira was never tired of answering
<^uestions and problems of various types, scientific,

ethical, metaphysical, and rehgious. He had broad .^out-
look and scientific accuracy. His answers were ne^er
vague or mystifymg. He had firm conviction and^*'

resolute will. His tolerance was infimte. He remain-
ed unmoved when two of his disaples were burnt to

ashes before his eyes by Gos^a who was then preparing
to strike Mahavira himself. But he would never
surrender a single pomt in argument about spiritual

conviction and ethical conduct. Eight conduct is con-

duct according to right conviction. Eight conviction

is conviction based on spiritual realization. A man
of right conviction and right conduct has fear from
none and tolerance for all. Mahavira always surren-

dered his body, but never his spirit. Retention of

the spirit demands surrender of.the body. Suffering

and penance ate the conditions of freedom. Mahavira

was a cold realist. He had not faith in warm idealism.

He had immense faith in human nature, but he always

insisted on vigilance against indolence, physical, moral-

and spiritual. He is reported to have once exhorted

his favourite disciple Indrabhuti Gautama^ to always

retain strenuosness in the following words : ‘You

have well-nigh crossed the great ocean. Why do you

loiter on the shore ? Make haste to pass on to the

other side. Do not 'be indolent, O Gautama, for a

single moment.’ Inward strenuousness and affirmauon

of spirit is sometimes associated with outward passivity

and nagation of life. This is not ununderstandabie.

Life is an evil so long as it is rooted in desires. Naga-

tion of life rooted in desires is not an unsocial act. It is

but remstatement of the society in harmony with the

laws of the spirit.' It is self-contradiction on the surface

for the sake of self-realization in the depth. In this
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sense, individualism is not incompatible with social

progress. Mahavira was never indififerent to the well-

being of Ills Sangha. He worked strenuously for

and took interest in the minutest details of the organi-

zation. One is amazed to find in liim this tare combina-
tion of absolute nagation of desires and immense
intere'St in action. Mahavira was neither a ‘delicate

mystic’ noi an ‘energetic prophet.’ He was a thorough-

gr^i-ng rationalist who would base his action on his

ihnviction, unmindful of the context of established

custom or inherited tradition. This is the keynote

of the personality of Lord Mahavira.


